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ABSTRACT
Quantum Gases in Rotating Optical Lattices
Rifat Onur Umucallar
Ph.D. in Physics
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Mehmet Ozgur Oktel
August, 2010
The thesis is structured into two main parts so as to cover bosons and
fermions in rotating optical lattices separately. In the rst part, after a brief
introduction to ultracold atoms in optical lattices, we review the single-particle
physics for the lowest (s) band of a periodic potential under an articial mag-
netic eld created by rotation. Next, we discuss rotational eects on the rst
excited (p) band of the lattice, extending the methods available for the lowest
band. We conclude the rst part with a discussion of many-body physics in
rotating lattice systems using a mean-eld approach and investigate how the
transition boundary between superuid and Mott insulator phases is aected
by the single-particle spectrum. In this context, we also examine a possible
coexistent phase of Mott insulator and bosonic fractional quantum Hall states,
appearing for certain system parameters near the Mott insulator lobes in the
phase diagram.
The second part starts with the proposal of a realization and detection
scheme for the so-called topological Hofstadter insulator, which basically re-
veals the single-particle spectrum discussed before. The scheme depends on
a measurement of the density prole for noninteracting fermions in a rotating
optical lattice with a superimposed harmonic trapping potential. This method
also allows one to measure the quantized Hall conductance, a feature which
iii
appears when the Fermi energy lies in an energy gap of the lattice potential.
Finally, we explore the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieer type of pairing of fermionic
atoms in optical lattices under an articial magnetic eld by paying special
attention to single-particle degeneracies and present our results for the vortex
lattice structure of the paired fermionic superuid phase.
Keywords: Ultracold atoms, rotating optical lattices, articial magnetic eld,
superuid-Mott insulator transition, bosonic fractional quantum Hall states,
p band, topological Hofstadter insulator, Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieer type of
pairing, vortex lattice.
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OZET
Donen Optik Orgulerde Kuvantum Gazlar
Rifat Onur Umucallar
Fizik, Doktora
Tez Yoneticisi: Doc. Dr. Mehmet Ozgur Oktel
Agustos, 2010
Bu tez, donen optik orgu sistemlerinde bozonlar ve fermiyonlar ayr ayr
incelenecek sekilde iki ana bolum halinde duzenlenmistir. _Ilk bolumde, optik
orgulerdeki ultrasoguk atomlara ksa bir giristen sonra, donmenin yarattg ya-
pay manyetik alan altnda ve periyodik bir potansiyeldeki tek parcack zigi en
dusuk enerjili bant (s band) icin gozden gecirilmektedir. Ardndan, s band
icin kullanlan yontemler genisletilerek, donmenin ilk uyarlms bant (p band)
uzerindeki etkilerine deginilmistir. _Ilk bolumde son olarak, donen orgu sistem-
lerindeki cok parcack zigi ortalama alan yontemi kullanlarak ele alnmakta
ve superakskan{Mott yaltkan faz gecis snrna tek parcack spektrumunun
etkileri arastrlmaktadr. Bu baglamda, baz sistem parametreleri icin faz
diyagramnda Mott yaltkan yaknlarnda ortaya ckmas olas, Mott yaltkan
ve bozonik kesirli kuvantum Hall durumlarnn birlikte var oldugu bir faz da
incelenmistir.
_Ikinci bolum, temelde, daha once ele alnms olan tek parcack spektrumunu
acga ckaran, topolojik Hofstadter yaltkannn gozlenmesi icin bir yontem
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onerisiyle baslamaktadr. Bu yontem, donen bir optik orguye ek olarak uygu-
lanan harmonik tuzaklama potansiyeli icindeki birbiriyle etkilesmeyen fermi-
yonlarn yogunluk daglmnn olculmesine dayanmaktadr. Yontem ayn za-
manda, Fermi enerjisi orgu potansiyelinin yasak bir enerji aralgnda bulundu-
gunda ortaya ckan bir ozellik olan kesikli Hall iletkenliginin olculmesine de
olanak saglamaktadr. Son olarak, yapay manyetik alan altndaki bir optik
orgude bulunan fermiyonik atomlarn Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieer turu eslesme-
leri, tek parcack yozluklarna ozel onem verilerek incelenmis ve eslenmis fer-
miyonik superakskan faznn girdap orgusu yaps icin elde edilen sonuclar
sunulmustur.
Anahtar Sozcukler: Ultrasoguk atomlar, donen optik orguler, yapay manyetik
alan, superakskan-Mott yaltkan faz gecisi, bozonik kesirli kuvantum Hall
durumlar, p band, topolojik Hofstadter yaltkan, Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieer
turu eslesme, girdap orgusu.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As it is common in most introductory texts and reviews or even research ar-
ticles dealing with ultracold atoms in optical lattices, this introduction starts
with a brief praise for the merits of these many-body systems. The study of
cold atoms made a huge step when Bose-Einstein condensation in dilute gases
was rst observed in 1995 thanks to advanced cooling techniques [1, 2]. The
demonstration of coherent matter waves related to the macroscopic occupation
of a single quantum state was not only a solid support for a theoretical conjec-
ture established long before [3] but also made connections to some condensed
matter phenomena like superuidity, which in turn led to other predictions
and new experimental possibilities that are not achievable in conventional con-
densed matter systems. This is a generic feature of cold-atom physics and has
been even more pronounced with the use of cold atoms in optical lattices in
2002 as a tool for studying strongly correlated quantum phenomena [4], which
evidenced a quantum phase transition between superuid and insulator phases
of atoms in the lattice as predicted theoretically [5, 6]. The exible parame-
ters of optical lattices make them perfect candidates to test certain condensed
matter theories that have not been yet veried rigorously. But still, these sys-
tems are inherently dierent from condensed matter systems and one has to
use dierent techniques to be able to simulate the condensed matter analogues.
For instance, as almost all optical lattice experiments are done with neutral
1
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atoms, in order to simulate the eects of magnetic eld on a charged parti-
cle, rotation or some other kind of arrangement, like direct phase imprinting
using atom-light interactions, should be introduced. As this synthetic mag-
netic eld couples only to the orbital degree of freedom and not to the spin
of the particles, one can observe new phenomena in which no Zeeman shift
is involved. Articial gauge elds in optical lattices also allow one to study
the physics of vortex lattices and investigate strongly correlated systems, like
the analogues of fractional quantum Hall states. This simulative power and
the relative ease of control of ultracold atoms in optical lattices along with
other well-established techniques of atomic physics, such as the use of Fesh-
bach resonances to tune the interactions between atoms, provide researchers
with both a better understanding of the previously predicted phenomena and a
valuable medium for new applications, among which those related to quantum
information processing are perhaps the most popular nowadays [7].
1.1 Optical Lattices
Optical lattices are periodic structures of varying light intensity formed by
the interference of counter-propagating laser beams. The trapping of atoms in
these structures is possible due to the interaction of the laser eld with the
induced dipole moment of atoms which is again created by the eld itself (or
one may equivalently say that the atom experiences an external potential as its
energy is shifted by the space dependent electric eld). The dipole force acting
on an atom in an o-resonant laser eld with frequency !L and time-averaged
electric eld intensity jE(r)j2 is
F =
1
2
(!L)r[jE(r)j2]; (1.1)
where (!L)  jhejd^jgij2=~(!0   !L) is the real part of the dynamical polariz-
ability of the atom, ~!0 being the energy dierence between the ground state
jgi and the excited state jei, and d^ is the dipole operator in the direction of the
eld [8, 9]. For red (!L < !0) or blue (!L > !0) detuned laser beams, atoms
are attracted to or repelled from an intensity maximum in space, respectively.
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The rate of loss of atoms from the ground state is determined by the imaginary
part of polarizability.
When two counter-propagating beams with wavelength  interfere, a stand-
ing wave pattern in one dimension with period a = =2 occurs (it is possible to
obtain larger periods by directing beams towards each other at angles smaller
than 180). By overlapping two or three standing waves, two and three dimen-
sional optical potentials can be created. The resulting potential at the center of
the trap can be approximated to be V (r) = V0
Pd
i=1 sin
2(kri), where d = 1; 2; 3
denotes dimension, k = 2=, and V0 is the strength of the potential. For suf-
ciently deep potentials, the potential around a single site is almost harmonic
with frequency !0 and the following relation holds: ~!0  2ER(V0=ER)1=2,
where ER = ~2k2=2m (m being the atomic mass) is called the recoil energy,
which is a natural energy scale for optical lattices. Again in this deep lattice
limit (V0; ~!0  ER) and for low temperatures, atoms settle to the lowest vi-
brational level of each site and the energy as a function of quasi-momentum
q, "(q) =  2tPdi=1 cos(qia) + d~!0=2 is of typical tight-binding form. Here
t > 0 is the tunneling amplitude (or gain in kinetic energy due to tunneling)
between nearest-neighbor sites given by the following matrix element of the
single-particle Hamiltonian
t =
Z
w0(r)[
 ~2r2
2m
+ V (r)]w0(r+ ae)dr; (1.2)
where e is the unit vector along the  direction and wn(r R) is the localized
Wannier function at siteR corresponding to the nth Bloch band (we take n = 0
in the above integral to denote the lowest band) [6]. Wannier functions form
an orthonormal and complete basis and are related to the exact eigenfunctions
of the periodic potential, namely Bloch wave functions  n;q(r), via a Fourier
transform:  n;q(r) =
P
Rwn(r R) exp(iq R).
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1.2 Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian and Superuid-
Mott Insulator Transition
To describe many-particle physics in optical lattices, one may resort to the
language of second quantization. The eld operator  ^(r) annihilating a particle
at point r can be expanded in terms of the Wannier functions, as they form a
complete basis
 ^(r) =
X
R
wn(r R)aR;n; (1.3)
where aR;n is the destruction operator for the Wannier state. Within a pseudo-
potential approach valid for suciently low temperatures, two-body interac-
tions between atoms are described by the following Hamiltonian
Hint =
g
2
Z
dr ^y(r) ^y(r) ^(r) ^(r); (1.4)
where g = 4~2as=m is the interaction strength determined by the s-wave
scattering length as. This form includes interactions between particles in all
Wannier states, as can be seen by inserting Eq. (1.3) into Eq. (1.4). However, if
we consider the deep lattice limit and assume only the lowest band is populated,
the on-site term UnR(nR   1)=2 characterizes the dominant interaction for
bosons (for fermions with two possible spin states j "i and j #i, the analogous
term would be UnR;"nR;#). Here, nR = a
y
R;0aR;0 is the number operator for
the lowest band Wannier state and U is given by
U = g
Z
drjw0(r)j4 
p
8=kasER(V0=ER)
(3=4): (1.5)
The last approximate equality is derived by taking the Wannier state as the
ground state of the local harmonic potential [8].
A model Hamiltonian describing bosonic particles in optical lattices can
then be constructed under the assumptions that the Wannier functions are
well-localized so that only nearest-neighbor tunneling should be taken into
account and the energy gap between the lowest band and the rst excited
band is much larger than both the energy of local oscillations and the eective
interaction energy between particles. Using t from Eq. (1.2) and U from Eq.
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(1.5), we can write the so-called Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian as
HBH =  t
X
hi;ji
ayiaj +
U
2
X
i
ni(ni   1) +
X
i
(i   )ni; (1.6)
where i and j are site indices, hi; ji denotes summation over nearest-neighbor
sites, i is the energy shift for the ith site due to disorder or an external trapping
potential, and  is the chemical potential that xes the particle number [6].
The rst term in Eq. (1.6) is referred to as the hopping term and gives the
kinetic energy gain due to tunneling of particles to nearest-neighbor sites. It is
the competition between this term and the on-site repulsive interaction term,
which energetically disfavors the existence of more than one particle at a given
site, that determines the phase of the system. By tuning the parameter t=U ,
it is possible to drive a quantum phase transition at zero temperature (T = 0)
between an insulator phase and a superuid phase.
At T = 0 and in the limit U ! 0, the system is expected to be a perfect
superuid (SF) of the form
j	SF i = 1p
N !

1p
Ns
X
i
ayi
N
j0i; (1.7)
where N is the number of particles, Ns is the number of lattice sites, and j0i
denotes the vacuum state. In this phase, all the particles occupy the q = 0
state of the lowest band. In the opposite limit t! 0, where tunneling is totally
suppressed, minimization of the on-site interaction energy leads to the so-called
Mott insulator (MI) phase with equal number of particles n0 (for commensurate
systems with N=Ns = n0) at each site (for brevity, we will frequently call this
phase `Mott state' or `Mott phase'). This state can be written as a product of
local Fock (or number) states:
j	MIi = 1p
n0!
Y
i
(ayi )
n0 j0i: (1.8)
In an innite lattice with nite particle density, the superuid state [Eq. (1.7)]
very much resembles a coherent state that can be written as a product of
local coherent states as the Bose operators for dierent sites commute. As a
consequence of the fact that in both limits (t or U ! 0) the state can be cast
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into a product form, one can make the following variational Gutzwiller ansatz
[10] for arbitrary t=U
j	GW i =
Y
i
 1X
n=0
cnjnii

; (1.9)
which approximates the state as a product of local states written in the number
basis. Next step is to minimize the energy with respect to the expansion coe-
cients cn for a given t=U to nd the ground state of the system. An equivalent
way to do that is to perform a self-consistent mean-eld calculation [11, 12],
in which one constructs the superuid order parameter  = h	GW jaij	GW i,
which is zero for the Mott state and nonzero for the superuid state, and reduce
the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian [Eq. (1.6)] into a sum over single-site terms.
This reduction is achieved by assuming the expected value of ai for the true
ground state uctuates around the mean-eld  and regarding (ai    ) as a
small quantity. Upon expansion of the Hamiltonian to rst order in this small
quantity [which can be done by inserting the equality ai =  +(ai  ) into the
Hamiltonian and keeping terms only rst order in (ai  )], one gets single-site
terms. Using a truncated number basis with sucient number of particles per
site (determined by the convergence of results) and starting with an initial set
of cn, one then diagonalizes the single-site Hamiltonian, feeding back the new
cn for the lowest energy state at each step until self-consistency is reached.
If one is interested only in nding an analytical form for the transition
boundary between the Mott and superuid phases in the {t phase diagram,
there is an easier method to pursue, again within mean-eld theory. Close to
the transition, the number of particles at an arbitrary site cannot be much
dierent from the integer occupation n0 and uctuates around it. One can
then assume only one particle or hole excitation takes place at each site and
make the following ansatz for the ground state
jGi = jn0   1i+ jn0i+0jn0 + 1i; (1.10)
which is the same for every site in a homogenous system. Minimization of the
resulting energy with respect to  and 0 leads to a formula for the transition
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Figure 1.1: Superuid (SF){Mott insulator (MI) phase diagram for a square
lattice at zero temperature. The transition boundary is calculated in the mean-
eld approximation. n0 is the number of particles at each site in the Mott
insulator phase.
boundary (for a square lattice) given by
(t=U)critical =
(n0   =U)[1  (n0   =U)]
4(1 + =U)
; (1.11)
where n0  1  =U  n0. The details of a similar calculation for the inhomo-
geneous case where an eective external magnetic eld is present will be given
in the next chapter. The zero temperature phase diagram determined by Eq.
(1.11) is shown in Fig. 1.1.
While the number of particles at each site is xed in the Mott insulator
state, the number distribution is Poissonian in the superuid phase. In con-
trast to a well-dened particle number per site, there is no phase coherence in
the Mott phase, whereas the superuid has phase coherence. In time-of-ight
experiments, where the atoms are allowed to expand freely after trapping and
lattice potentials are turned o, this marked dierence can be observed clearly
[4]. If the system is in the superuid phase prior to free expansion, there
appear sharp interference peaks in the absorption image reecting the initial
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momentum distribution (multiple peaks appear due to the lattice potential).
For the Mott phase, the interference image is blurred. Another dierence be-
tween these two phases lies in their excitation spectrum. Mott phase has a
nite excitation gap (to add one more particle one has to provide energy of
magnitude U) and therefore the system is incompressible. There is no gap in
the excitation spectrum of a superuid and the system has nite compressibil-
ity in this case. In the presence of an external trapping potential, the density
prole has the so-called wedding-cake shape, which can be accounted for by
dierent compressibilities of the two phases. The incompressible Mott phases
for dierent n0 are observed as plateaus which are separated by compressible
superuid layers. This structure can most easily be understood by assuming
that the trapping potential varies smoothly in space so that the local density
approximation (LDA) is valid. In this approximation, one constructs a space
dependent chemical potential (r) =  Vtrap(r) which controls the spatial dis-
tribution of particle density. By following a straight trajectory for a given t=U
in Fig. 1.1, one can then see that the system repeatedly enters the superuid
and Mott phases [6, 8].
1.3 Rotating Optical Lattices
As mentioned before, magnetic eld{charged particle interaction can be sim-
ulated in a variety of ways in cold-atom systems. One conceptually simple
method to create an articial magnetic eld is to rotate the system [8, 13, 14].
This can be seen by investigating the Hamiltonian for a particle in the rotating
frame of a two-dimensional system
Hrot =
1
2m
p2? +
1
2
m!2?(x
2 + y2)  
z^  r p?; (1.12)
where p? = (px; py), r = (x; y), !? is the transverse harmonic trapping fre-
quency, and 
 is the rotation frequency. This Hamiltonian can be rearranged
as follows
Hrot =
(p?  m
z^ r)2
2m
+
1
2
m(!2?   
2)(x2 + y2): (1.13)
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If 
 is equal to !?, the last term vanishes and the Hamiltonian is formally
identical to that of a particle of charge e (which can be positive or negative) in a
magnetic vector potentialA = (m
=e)z^r (called the symmetric gauge vector
potential), which correspondingly gives the eective magnetic eld as B =
r  A = (2m
=e)z^. The eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are the celebrated
Landau levels, which are innitely degenerate. If one retains the last term,
the problem is still exactly solvable, but the degeneracy of the Landau levels
are now broken. Nevertheless, one can speak about denite Landau levels (or
branches) if 
 is very close to !? and the separation between two such branches
is much larger than the separation between the initially degenerate sublevels.
In a rotating condensate, for a suciently large rotation rate, there appear
singularities called vortices, towards the center of which the particle density
gradually vanishes and around which the phase of the macroscopic wave func-
tion winds by multiples of 2. These vortices carry angular momentum which
is quantized in units of ~. The occurrence of vortices in a superuid is very sim-
ilar to the piercing of a type-II superconductor by magnetic ux lines above a
certain magnetic eld called the lower critical eld. By comparing the number
of particles N to the number of vortices Nv, one can identify several rotation
regimes in each of which the governing physics is dierent. If the lling factor
 = N=Nv is much larger than 1, then the system is said to be in the mean-
eld regime. For low rotation rates (but suciently high to create a vortex)
several vortices appear in the condensate, and the treatment of this case de-
pends on the construction of an appropriate Gross-Pitaevskii energy functional
[15]. For larger rotation rates approaching the transverse trapping frequency,
the system can still be described by a macroscopic wave function. As the ro-
tation frequency increases the spatial extent of the gas also increases. At a
point where both the interaction energy and the chemical potential become
much smaller than the separation between the lowest and rst excited (single
particle) Landau levels, the macroscopic wave function can be written as a
linear combination of the lowest Landau level (LLL) wave functions and has
the general form as  (z) = exp( jzj2=2a2?)
Qn
m=1(z   zm), where z = x + iy,
a? =
p
~=m!?, and zm are the n complex zeros of the wave function. This
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form also naturally describes the vortex structure since the phase of the wave
function winds by 2 around each and every zm. By taking zm as variational
parameters, one can then minimize the energy given by the Gross-Pitaevskii
energy functional [16]. The result is a triangular lattice of vortices, which is
the cold-atom analogue of the Abrikosov vortex lattice appearing in type-II
superconductors [17]. As the rotation frequency further increases, the vortex
lattice starts to melt [18]. This regime corresponds to   6   10. In the
ultra-fast rotation limit, where the number of vortices per atom may be larger
than one ( = N=Nv < 1), one has to deal with a strongly-correlated many-
body phenomenon, which is intimately connected to the fractional quantum
Hall (FQH) physics [19, 20, 21].
In a cold-atom system, rotation can be induced by applying an optical or
magnetic stirring potential to the trapped condensate [22, 23]. However, due
to the instability of the center-of-mass motion of the atom cloud occurring
for fast rotation rates, one has to use other techniques to reach that limit.
These techniques include an evaporative process in which atoms carrying less
than average angular momentum are made to leave the system [24, 25] and
the application of a quartic trapping potential in addition to the quadratic one
[26]. Another method to reach fast rotation limit is to superimpose an optical
lattice potential, which co-rotates with the condensate [27]. For a deep enough
lattice, vortices may be pinned in or between the lattice sites, and structural
phase transitions (e.g. from the usual triangular one to a square lattice) can
be observed [28]. There are various methods to create a rotating periodic
structure. One of them is to shine laser light on a rotating mask and then focus
the passing light onto the condensate [27]. Another possible scheme is to use
acousto-optic modulators which change the direction of counter-propagating
laser beams continually and then again focus the beams through lenses [29, 30].
Fast rotating optical lattices promise huge articial magnetic uxes which
are beyond the reach of conventional condensed matter experiments done with
real crystals and magnetic elds. They thus provide the relevant setting for
the study of various phenomena associated with large uxes such as the lattice
quantum Hall physics and the appearance of a single-particle fractal energy
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spectrum called the Hofstadter buttery [31], which also has a bearing on the
corresponding many-particle system. The basic Hamiltonian on which we will
focus from now on is the Hamiltonian for a harmonically trapped particle in
the frame of a rotating optical lattice (ROL) given by
HROL =
(p?  m
z^ r)2
2m
+ V0[ sin
2(kx) + sin2(ky)] +
1
2
m(!2?   
2)(x2 + y2):
(1.14)
We will examine the energy spectrum of this Hamiltonian and some related
quantities (e.g. Hall conductance) under certain approximations. For instance
the lattice structure will be accounted for by the tight-binding approach. Mag-
netic eld will show up in the tight-binding Hamiltonian through Peierls sub-
stitution. The residual trapping potential will either be assumed to vanish
identically or be treated in the local density approximation. We will also gen-
eralize the Hamiltonian (1.14) for bosonic and fermionic many-body systems
and look for ground state properties using an order-parameter approach.
As a nal remark, we emphasize that, although it is conceptually simple,
rotation is not the only or the best method to create an articial magnetic
eld. There is a myriad of proposals to realize articial gauge elds, which
basically involve the usage of atom-light interactions and spatially varying
atomic sublevels in order to employ a Berry phase eect for atoms or put
simply, to impart the necessary momentum to them as if they were receiv-
ing the same momentum kick as charged particles receive in a magnetic eld
[32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
1.4 Single-particle Spectrum in a Rotating Op-
tical Lattice
In this section, we will examine the single-particle spectrum in a lattice under
an eective magnetic eld for the lowest (s) band. The discussion of rotational
eects on the rst excited (p) band will be deferred to the next chapter. The
interesting thing about studying this old problem [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 31] in
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the cold-atom context is that due to the adjustable parameters of cold-atom
systems it has become feasible to observe the previously predicted spectrum
and investigate its bearings on a number of other measurable properties such
as the quantized Hall conductance. The implication of the single-particle spec-
trum on many-particle systems is also another important subject to quest for.
The principal diculty with solid-state systems is that the observation of many
interesting eects involving magnetic eld requires very huge eld magnitudes.
The main parameter that we will be interested in is the number of magnetic
ux quanta per unit cell (plaquette) of the lattice  = =0, where  = Ba
2
is the magnetic ux per plaquette and 0 = h=e = 4:14 10 15Wb is the ux
quantum (1Wb = 1Teslam2). The phenomena that we are going to examine
in subsequent chapters will appear when  is an appreciable fraction of 1. For
a value of, say,  = 1, the required magnetic eld in a real crystal for which
the lattice spacing a is about a few A is of the order of 105 Tesla. On the other
hand, the highest continuous magnetic eld available nowadays is around only
50 Tesla [47]. So there is no prospect of reaching   1 regime with a con-
ventional solid-state setup. One possible way to circumvent this diculty is to
use a synthetic lattice with larger lattice spacing. Indeed, in some experiments
super-lattice structures have been used to study the splitting of Landau levels
for suciently high eld strengths under a periodic potential [48]; however, the
tight-binding regime (and also the strong magnetic eld limit) has never been
experimentally realized. In a cold-atom setup, such a restriction on attaining
high magnetic uxes can be removed. Consider a rotating optical lattice, for
instance, where  can be linked to the rotation frequency 
 as  = 2ma2
=h.
For a typical experiment done with 40K atoms in a lattice with lattice spacing
a = 400 nm, 
 has to be around 10 KHz in order to yield  = 1=3, which is
not so high a frequency to reach.
We now turn to a general consideration of the single-particle physics in
a periodic potential under a uniform magnetic eld. Translational symmetry
of the lattice is broken in a magnetic eld. However, for a uniform magnetic
eld, a change of origin of the vector potential due to translation does not
alter the physical situation and there should exist a proper set of translation
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operators, which dier from the eld-free ones only by phase factors, that
commute with the Hamiltonian H = [p   eA(r)]2=2m + V (r) [49, 50]. The
magnetic translation operators for a uniform magnetic eld can formally be
constructed by investigating the Schrodinger equation for the system shifted
by a lattice vector a = a(n1x^+ n2y^):
[p  eA(r+ a)]2
2m
+ V (r)

 (r+ a) = E (r+ a); (1.15)
where the periodicity of the lattice dictated V (r + a) = V (r). The change of
origin of the vector potential, which does not change the magnetic eld, can
be seen as a gauge transformation: A(r + a) = A(r) + rf(r). Then, if one
wishes to write Eq. (1.15) in terms of A(r) again, the wave functions should
also transform by acquiring a phase factor of exp( ief(r)=~), which turns Eq.
(1.15) into
[p  eA(r)]2
2m
+ V (r)

e ief=~ (r+ a) = Ee ief=~ (r+ a): (1.16)
For a uniform magnetic eld along z^, A(r) has to be a linear function of x and
y. Then rf(r) = A(r+ a) A(r)  A cannot depend on r and f(r) simply
becomes A  r. This means that e ieAr=~ (r+a) is a common eigenstate of
H and an operator Ta ([H;Ta] = 0), which we will call the magnetic translation
operator, whose action on a state  (r) is given by Ta (r) = e
 ieAr=~ (r+a).
In this form, it is clear that the magnetic translation operator can be con-
structed from the usual translation operator by multiplying it with an appro-
priate phase factor, as expected. Throughout this work we will mostly use a
specic form of the Landau gauge given by A = Bxy^. It is just a matter
of convenience and it is possible to switch to another gauge through a simple
gauge transformation. For instance, this gauge is related to the other form of
the Landau gauge as  Byx^ = Bxy^   r(Bxy) and to the symmetric gauge
via Bz^  r^=2 = Bxy^   r(Bxy=2). Let us explicitly write these translation
operators for a translation of one lattice spacing in each direction:
Tax^ = e
 i2y=aeiapx=~; (1.17)
Tay^ = e
iapy=~: (1.18)
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An important feature of these operators is that they do not commute with each
other. Instead, they obey the following relation:
Tax^Tay^ = e
i2Tay^Tax^: (1.19)
For general magnetic translation operators Ta^1 and Ta^2 in an arbitrary lattice
geometry, the phase factor in this relation can be generalized to be exp(ie
H
A 
dr=~),
H
A  dr being the ux passing through the parallelogram whose sides
are given by a1 and a2. If this ux is an integer multiple of the ux quantum
0, then [Ta^1 ; Ta^2 ] = 0. When  is a rational number p=q, p and q being
relatively prime integers, the operators Tay^ and Tqax^ of our square geometry
commute as can be seen by repeatedly applying Tax^ onto Eq. (1.19) (q   1)
times from the left. Each change of order between Tay^ and Tax^ will bring the
phase factor exp(i2) yielding a total of exp(i2p) = 1. Thus, the number
of enclosed ux quanta in this 1  q rectangle is p, and we will refer to this
unit cell as the magnetic super-cell. We now have a mutually commuting set
of three operators, namely, H, Tay^, and Tqax^ in the lattice and this enables us
to employ the magnetic version of Bloch's theorem for the common eigenstate
of these operators, which we will denote by  n;k(r), n being the band index
and k = (kx; ky). One may also assume that the system is nite with L1 = sq
(s is an integer) sites along the x direction and L2 sites along the y direction,
and impose periodic boundary conditions  n;k(r) =  n;k(r+L1ax^) =  n;k(r+
L2ay^), which will restrict kx and ky to discrete values. In the limit of an
innite system, kx and ky will be continuous. Using Bloch's theorem, we get
the following eigenvalue equations
H n;k(r) = n;k n;k(r); (1.20)
Tqax^ n;k(r) = e
iqkxa n;k(r); (1.21)
Tay^ n;k(r) = e
ikya n;k(r); (1.22)
where kx  [ =qa; =qa) and ky  [ =a; =a). This region of k space is usu-
ally called the magnetic Brillouin zone (MBZ). The reduction of the eld-free
Brillouin zone in the kx direction by a factor of q is due to the enlargement of
real-space unit cell in the x direction by the same factor. There is also another
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q-fold degeneracy in the ky direction, which will be important in our discussion
of BCS type of fermion-pairing. In the end, the energy, which depends on kx
and ky, should not be aected by our choice of gauge and it has to remain the
same if we interchange kx and ky. To see this degeneracy in the ky direction,
it suces to observe that Tlax^ with l = 1; : : : ; q   1 is an eigenstate of both H
and Tay^:
H[Tlax^ n;k(r)] = n;k[Tlax^ n;k(r)]; (1.23)
Tay^[Tlax^ n;k(r)] = e
i(kya+2lp=q)[Tlax^ n;k(r)]; (1.24)
which lead to the following properties [51, 50]
 n;k(r+ lax^) /  n;k+2lp=(qa)y^(r);
n;k = n;k+2lp=(qa)y^: (1.25)
Fig. 1.2 shows this three-fold degeneracy for  = 1=3 (p = 1, q = 3). Also
shown is the splitting of the eld-free Bloch band into three magnetic bands. In
what follows, we direct our attention to the calculation of the energy spectrum
for arbitrary  in the tight-binding limit.
In the presence of a magnetic eld, the simple zero-eld tight-binding bands
split in a nontrivial way, as veried by rst-principle numerical calculations [52,
53]. However, it is highly desirable to nd an eective Hamiltonian description
in order to avoid heavy numerical calculations by adapting the known zero-eld
results to arbitrary eld congurations with relative ease. One such method
simple enough in respect of its prescription is the so-called Peierls substitution
[41], the validity of which is veried to second order in the magnetic eld for a
single non-degenerate band [49]. If one knows the zero-eld dispersion relation
E(k), in order to nd the modied energy spectrum, one simply has to change
k with the operator (p   eA)=~ making an eective Hamiltonian out of the
zero-eld energy spectrum. For higher eld strengths, or rather an arbitrary
eld strength, it can also be proved that there exists an operator function
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Figure 1.2: Energy spectrum for  = 1=3 (p = 1, q = 3). A single Bloch band
is divided into q = 3 magnetic bands. Note the three-fold degeneracy in the ky
direction.
W [(p  eA)=~] with the property that in the limit of vanishing magnetic eld,
W (k) goes to E(k). Again, in the tight-binding limit we will consider, we can
plausibly argue that if the coecients W (Ri) of the Fourier representation of
W (k) are negligible beyond nearest neighbors whenever E(Ri) are, then W (k)
can be represented by E(k). With this assumption, we proceed to make the
Peierls substitution in the lowest tight-binding (s) band, which has the form
E(k) =  2t[cos(kxa) + cos(kya)] and obtain the following single band eective
Hamiltonian in a magnetic eld [31]
H0 =  t(eiapx=~ + e iapx=~ + eiapy=~ei2x=a + e iapy=~e i2x=a); (1.26)
where we have used the Landau gauge A = Bxy^ and turned cosine functions
into exponentials obtaining translation operators. In this form, we observe that
translations along the y direction are multiplied by phases which depend on
the x coordinate. In the ensuing eigenvalue equation, the coecients do not
depend on y, so one can assume a plane wave behavior for the wave function
in the y direction and the equation is thus reduced to one dimension. At this
point, it is appropriate to introduce a second quantized notation, which will
allow us to easily generalize the single-particle results to the many-body case.
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So we write the single-particle eective Hamiltonian as
H0 =  t
X
hi;ji
ayiaje
iAij ; (1.27)
where ai (a
y
i ) is the bosonic annihilation (creation) operator at site i and hi; ji
denotes summation over nearest neighbors. Magnetic eld aects the Hamil-
tonian through Aij which is equal to 2m(iy   jy) , if ix = jx = ma and is 0
otherwise. It can be shown that the magnetic translation operators given by
Eqs. (1.17) and (1.18) commute also with this eective Hamiltonian. In this
notation our ansatz state ket will be j i = jpyi
P
m cmjmi, where jpyi is the
momentum eigenket (hrjpyi = eikyy) and jmi represents a basis ket which is lo-
calized along the x axis. If we operate on this ket with the Hamiltonian (1.27),
we get the following dierence equation (also known as Harper's equation) for
the expansion coecients cm:
cm+1 + cm 1 + 2 cos(2m  kya)cm = E
t
cm: (1.28)
If  is a rational number p=q, the wave function satises the Bloch condition
cm+q = exp(iqkxa)cm as a result of the symmetry under q-site translation in
the x direction. The allowed energies are then found as the eigenvalues of the
q  q tridiagonal matrix:
Aq(kx; ky)=
0BBBBBBBB@
:
. . . : : e iqkxa
. . . . . . 1 : :
: 1 2 cos(2m  kya) 1 :
: : 1
. . . . . .
eiqkxa : :
. . . :
1CCCCCCCCA
: (1.29)
We call the matrix formed by setting kx = ky = 0 in (1.29) Aq. The maximum
eigenvalue of Aq yields the maximum energy of the system for a given . We
dene this energy as f(), which is a continuous but not dierentiable function
owing to the fractal nature of the energy spectrum (Fig. 1.3). To prove that
the maximum energy is obtained from Aq, we investigate the characteristic
equation for the matrix (1.29), which is of the following form:E
t
q
+
q 1X
n=0
an
E
t
n
  2 cos(qkxa)  2 cos(qkya) = 0: (1.30)
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This equation is most easily obtained by rst considering the kx dependent
term, which is easier to be determined and then using a duality argument
which states that the energy should depend on kx and ky in the same way. Two
pairs of (kx; ky), namely (0; 0) and (=qa; =qa) are sucient to determine the
extremal values of the energy (band edges) [54]. The (0; 0) pair gives a smaller
value for the kx and ky dependent terms. Since the E dependent part of (1.30)
increases monotonically after a suciently large E, the greatest root is always
obtained from the (0; 0) pair [55]. Moreover, this pair yields the minimum
eigenvalue as well since it is just the negative of the maximum eigenvalue as
can be observed from Fig. 1.3 (more generally if E is a solution, then  E is
also a solution, which is a consequence of the square lattice being bipartite).
Another remarkable feature of this self-similar energy spectrum (frequently
called the Hofstadter buttery) is that there is a reection symmetry with
respect to the  = 1=2 line. That is, the spectrum is the same for  = p=q and
 = (q   p)=q. This is because  = (q   p)=q = 1  p=q has to yield the same
spectrum as  =  p=q since adding or subtracting an integer number of ux
quantum should not change the physics [a fact which can formally be deduced
from the dierence equation (1.30)]. A minus sign in front of  =  p=q simply
means that the eld direction is reversed, which again has no consequence on
the energy spectrum.
We will repeatedly encounter the signatures of this single-particle Hofs-
tadter spectrum on all of the phenomena we are going to investigate in suc-
ceeding chapters, which include both noninteracting and interacting systems
of bosons and fermions.
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Figure 1.3: Energy spectrum as a function of the number of magnetic ux
quanta per plaquette  = p=q. Maximum energy of the spectrum f() is shown
by the red solid line. This value is calculated as the maximum eigenvalue of
the matrix Aq = Aq(kx = 0; ky = 0) [Eq. (1.29)]. All fractions up to 39=40 are
included.
Chapter 2
p Band in a Rotating Optical
Lattice
An exciting development in cold atom physics has been the realization that
higher bands in an optical lattice are also experimentally accessible [56, 57].
For a system of fermions the rst excited band, i.e. the p band, can be accessed
trivially by continuing to add particles after the s band is lled completely;
for bosons the relaxation time in the p band is surprisingly long enough to
allow experimental access to pure p-band physics. A natural question to ask
about these systems is how the particles in the p band respond to the eective
magnetic eld created by rotation. One can imagine the already rich physics
of the p band [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64], which contains surprises such as Bose
condensation at nonzero momentum, to be strongly aected by the magnetic
eld, as both the orbital order within each lattice site and the hopping between
dierent lattice sites will be modied. Beyond the single-particle physics, it is
not clear how the various many-particle phases, such as orbitally ordered Mott
insulators [65, 66, 67, 68], will be aected by rotation.
The theoretical investigation of such eects requires a consistent method
of incorporating the phases generated by the magnetic eld into the lattice
Hamiltonian. The magnetic ne structure of the lowest (s) band (which is a
20
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single non-degenerate band, see Sec. 1.4) is very well described by the Peierls
substitution, the accuracy of which was checked by numerical solutions of the
Schrodinger equation [53]. However, as for degenerate bands (of which the p
band is the simplest example), the conjecture was that \wherever the unper-
turbed Bloch bands touch or overlap, it is not possible to obtain the magnetic
sub-structure by semiclassical methods, even approximately, by means of a
universal rule for the whole Brillouin zone" [52, 53]. Here, we generalize the
Peierls substitution procedure to the p band, and obtain an eective Hamilto-
nian for the p band of the rotating optical lattice. We will show that after an
appropriate diagonalization in k space, which assumes temporarily that only
the on-site energies are aected by the degeneracy lifting eld, Peierls sub-
stitution is still a good option to obtain the detailed magnetic ne structure.
Our method should in principle be applicable to other degenerate bands and it
provides us with a means to examine inter-particle interactions. The following
discussion is based on the material of Ref. [69].
2.1 Model
Our approach will be to rst cast the single-particle Hamiltonian (1.14) (after
omitting the residual trapping term) into a second quantized form which in-
cludes the anisotropic hopping between nearest neighbor sites, the on-site zero
point energies, and also the shift caused by rotation. Not only do we expect
the hopping between lattice sites to be aected, as it was for the s band, but
also the on-site energies to be modied. However, since the hopping and on-
site Hamiltonians do not commute, a common transformation that accounts
for both modications cannot be found. To overcome this diculty, we tem-
porarily assume that the hopping amplitudes are not aected by the eective
magnetic eld and the only change is in the on-site energies. Our expectation
is that in this way we will obtain two non-degenerate bands to which we can
apply Peierls substitution separately. This procedure is rather ad hoc the va-
lidity of which is later checked through a comparison with the rst-principles
results presented previously [53] and reproduced here partially.
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We proceed with considering the following p-band tight-binding Hamilto-
nian (the energy spectrum of which is measured relative to the center of the
tight-binding s band) including the on-site zero-point energies and the rotation
term ( 
Lz) [58, 64]
H =
X
R;;
t(b
y
;R+ae
bR + h:c:) + ~!
X
R;
byRbR
+ i~

X
R
(byxRbyR   byyRbxR); (2.1)
where the summation is over all lattice sites R and band indices  = x; y (since
the problem is two-dimensional, pz orbital will not be considered). As usual,
byR (bR) is the creation (annihilation) operator for a particle in the p band
at lattice site R, e is the unit vector along the  direction, ! is the frequency
of the isotropic harmonic oscillator potential which models the lattice potential
around its minima, and t is the anisotropic hopping amplitude. The explicit
expression for t (in the absence of rotation) is
t =
Z
wp(r)[
 ~2r2
2m
+ V (r)]wp(r+ ae)dr  tk   (1  )t?; (2.2)
where V (r) is the periodic lattice potential and wp(r) is the localized Wannier
function corresponding to the p band. When we approximate the lattice
potential by a harmonic oscillator around a minimum, these can be expressed
as a product of harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions, i.e. wpx(r) = u1(x)u0(y) and
wpy(r) = u0(x)u1(y), un(x) being the nth harmonic oscillator eigenfunction. tk
is the hopping amplitude between two neighboring p orbitals aligned along
the orbital orientation and t? is the amplitude when the orbitals are oriented
transversely with respect to the line connecting them. Both amplitudes are
dened to be positive and tk  t? due to larger overlap. Since the lattice
potential is separable in x and y coordinates, tk and t? indeed have simple
expressions in reference to the one-dimensional problem. t? and tk are one
quarter of the widths of the lowest and next lowest bands for V = V0 sin
2(kx),
respectively. By solving the Schrodinger equation numerically, we nd t? =
0:0025ER and tk = 0:0603ER for V0 = 20ER [recall that ER = ~2k2=2m =
h2=8ma2 and since  = 2ma2
=h, the rotational energy is ~
 = (2=)ER].
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Figure 2.1: Lowest three bands for the two dimensional sinusoidal lattice po-
tential. The energy dierence between the lowest two bands (s and degenerate
p levels) (measured from the band centers) is ~! within the harmonic oscillator
approximation for the potential minima, ! being the oscillator frequency. For
V0 = 20ER, ~! = 7:7739ER.
The on-site zero-point energy ~! also has the simple interpretation of being
the energy dierence between s and p levels (bearing in mind the harmonic
description, see Fig. 2.1).
2.2 Peierls Substitution andMagnetic Fine Struc-
ture
We perform a Fourier transformation on the Hamiltonian [Eq. (2.1)] as a
preliminary for diagonalization in momentum space. The transformed Hamil-
tonian is
H=
X
k
[(xk + ~!)byxkbxk + (yk + ~!)b
y
ykbyk + i~
(b
y
xkbyk byykbxk)]; (2.3)
where k = 2
P
 t cos(ka). Since the Hamiltonian is bilinear in creation
and annihilation operators, it is diagonalizable by a Bogoliubov transformation.
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Dening f1k  xk + ~! and f2k  yk + ~!, we observe that the Hamiltonian
is diagonalized in k space by the following transformation:
k =
1p
2
[(cos k + sin k)bxk + i(cos k   sin k)byk]
k =
1p
2
[(cos k   sin k)bxk   i(cos k + sin k)byk]; (2.4)
with
cos 2k =
1r
1 +

f1k f2k
2~

2 ;
sin 2k =
f1k   f2k
2~

1r
1 +

f1k f2k
2~

2 :
The diagonal Hamiltonian has the form
H =
X
k
[E(k)
y
kk + E(k)
y
kk];
with
E;(k) =
f1k + f2k
2
 ~

r
1 +
f1k   f2k
2~

2
; (2.5)
where upper (lower) sign refers to  (). From this point on, we can in principle
apply Peierls substitution to the dispersion relation [Eq. (2.5)] in order to
obtain an operator out of it, i.e. we change k to (p  eA)=~ using the Landau
gauge A = Bxy^. However, the resulting Hamiltonian will be transparent only
when expressed in terms of a power series
E;(k)=
f1k + f2k
2
 ~

h
1 +
1
2
f1k   f2k
2~

2
  1
8
f1k   f2k
2~

4
+ :::
i
; (2.6)
with the assumption that jf1k f2kj=2~
 = j cos(kxa) cos(kya)j(tk+t?)=~
 is
smaller than one. If (tk+t?)=~
 is much smaller than one, terms of lower order
in (f1k   f2k)=2~
 will be more dominant and one needs to consider only few
terms for a desired accuracy, instead of summing the whole series. Increasing
accuracy is achieved by adding higher order terms. In a typical experimental
condition, for instance, with V0 = 20ER and ~
  ER, the ratio (tk + t?)=~
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is  0:063, so a rst order approximation may be sucient for the desired
accuracy. Here, we give the results to second order in (f1k   f2k)=2~
, for
completeness. The approximate energy band functions, where we retain terms
up to second order, are then
E;(k) =
f1k + f2k
2
 ~

h
1 +
1
2
f1k   f2k
2~

2i
= c0 + c1[ cos(kxa) + cos(kya)]
+ c2 [cos
2(kxa)+cos
2(kya) 2 cos(kxa) cos(kya)]; (2.7)
where c0 = ~(!
), c1 = tk  t?, and c2 = (tk+ t?)2=2~
. After converting
cosines into sums of exponentials and making the Peierls substitution we obtain
discrete translation operators, which allow us to express the eigenvalue problem
as a dierence equation. Since translations along y are multiplied by phases
depending on x in the Landau gauge, one should be careful in creating an
operator from cross terms such as exp(ikxa) exp(ikya). The correct way of
transforming should yield Hermitian operators and is obtained by symmetric
combinations such as
eikxaeikya! e
iapx=~eia(py eBx)=~ + eia(py eBx)=~eiapx=~
2
: (2.8)
As it has been done for the s band, due to the translational invariance of the
problem along the y direction, the y dependent part of the wave function will
be taken to be a plane wave [31]
 (x; y) = eikyyg(x): (2.9)
Making the substitutions x = na and y = la, n and l being integers, and acting
the eective Hamiltonian E;[(p eBxy^)=~] on the wave function [Eq. (2.9)],
we get the following dierence equation
Eg(n) =
hc2
2
cos(4n  2kya) + c1 cos(2n  kya) + c0 + c2
i
g(n)
+
c1
2
  c

2
2
f cos(2n  kya) + cos[2(n+ 1)  kya]g

g(n+ 1)
+
c1
2
  c

2
2
f cos(2n  kya) + cos[2(n  1)  kya]g

g(n  1)
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+
c2
4
[g(n+ 2) + g(n  2)]; (2.10)
where c0 , c1, and c

2 were introduced following Eq. (2.7).
Again, when  = p=q, p and q being relatively prime integers, the dierence
equation [Eq. (2.10)] yields q equations together with the Bloch condition
g(n+q) = eikxqag(n). By diagonalizing the resulting qq coecient matrix for
several kx and ky pairs, we obtain the energy eigenvalues which are plotted in
Fig. 2.2 as a function of . We observe that each split band further divides into
q subbands forming a pattern which has close resemblance to the Hofstadter
buttery. This result is in fact anticipated since c2 = (tk+ t?)2=2~
 is much
smaller than c1 = tk   t? and if we simply neglect it as a rst approximation,
the energy band function [Eq. (2.7)] will just be that of the tight-binding
s band, except that the dierence c+0   c 0 = 2~
 gives rise to increasing
separation between the split p bands with increasing . Our approximation
becomes poorer as  (or 
) becomes smaller since we require that (tk+ t?)=~

be small. This is apparent in Fig. 2.2 in which we highlight the region where
two bands overlap. However, if we increase the lattice depth, which decreases
the hopping amplitudes, we can increase the region of validity. Equivalently, we
can say that our results should improve as  increases. Another improvement
option would be to consider a higher order expansion in translation operators,
which models long-range hopping with yet smaller amplitudes.
To be able to judge the accuracy of the magnetic ne structure obtained by
our method we compare it with a direct numerical solution of the Schrodinger
equation, starting from the original Hamiltonian in the rotating frame (with the
residual trapping term omitted) [Eq. (1.14)]. One method of numerical solution
is to reduce the problem to a magnetic unit cell using magnetic translation
symmetry and solve the two dimensional Schrodinger equation within this unit
cell using nite dierence methods. Unfortunately, the magnetic unit cell size
increases with q, the denominator of the ux  = p=q, and the nontrivial
boundary conditions required by magnetic translation symmetry makes this
direct solution method computationally inecient. Another, more ecient
method, which was rst developed by Zak [45], and then expanded on by
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Figure 2.2: Magnetic ne structure of the p band for V0 = 20ER. Two-fold
degenerate zero-eld p band is split into two as  = p=q grows. Each split
band further has q subbands. Our approximation fails in the shaded region,
corresponding to  . 1=6 (the nearest  = 1=q to 1=5, for which the spectrum
is displayed in Fig. 2.3), where two bands overlap. This region can be made
narrower if the lattice depth V0 is increased.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Approximate energy levels, corresponding to  = 1=5, in our
eective Hamiltonian approach. (b) Band diagram obtained through a rst-
principles calculation in which a truncated basis of harmonic oscillator wave
functions is used. Dashed lines show the edges of the zero-eld p band.
Obermair et. al. [52, 53], is to use magnetic translation symmetry to reduce the
two dimensional Schrodinger equation to a set of p one-dimensional equations
with nonlocal couplings. These equations can be handled with relative ease
using a truncated basis of harmonic oscillator wave functions. Still, a numerical
calculation is ecient only for pure cases with  = 1=q and for small q values.
In Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, we compare our results with those obtained by a direct
numerical calculation along the lines of Ref. [53].Calculations with the eective
Hamiltonian are much faster and the results are as good as the direct numerical
solution. For instance, in the case of  = 1=5 (Fig. 2.3) the agreement is
already good, but if we increase  to 1=3 (Fig. 2.4), apart from a slight overall
shift, we see that band gaps are also more faithfully reproduced.
2.3 Eective Hamiltonian
The computational eciency of the eective Hamiltonian method for the single-
particle problem is striking, but its real utility is that it can be used as a starting
point to include interactions in the system. Interaction eects for the s band,
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Figure 2.4: Energy levels for  = 1=3. (a) Results of the eective Hamiltonian
approach. (b) First-principles band diagram. Our approximation is better
compared to the case of  = 1=5, depicted in Fig. 2.3, in the sense that here
band gaps are also more correctly captured, apart from a slight overall shift.
Also shown, by dashed lines, are the edges of the zero-eld p band.
starting from the Hamiltonian (1.27), will be investigated separately and more
extensively in the next chapter. The results we obtained for the present p band
case can be utilized to examine the case of many particles, if we rst write the
single-particle eective Hamiltonian in real space
Heff =
1
4
X
hhhr;r0iii
Ar;r0(c
+
2 
y
rr0 + c
 
2 
y
rr0) 
1
4
X
hhr;r0ii
Br;r0(c
+
2 
y
rr0 + c
 
2 
y
rr0)
+
c1
2
X
hr;r0i
Cr;r0(
y
rr0 + 
y
rr0)+
X
r
[(c+0 + c
+
2 )
y
rr + (c
 
0 + c
 
2 )
y
rr];(2.11)
Ar;r0 =
(
ei4n; r and r0 have x = na
1; otherwise.
Br;r0 =
8>><>>:
ei2(n+1) + ei2n; r and r0 on y =  x
ei2(n 1) + ei2n; r and r0 on y = x
(r or r0 has x = na):
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Cr;r0 =
(
ei2n; r and r0 have x = na
1; otherwise.
Here, hr; r0i denotes summation over nearest neighbors in the square lattice
(with separation a), hhr; r0ii over next-nearest neighbors (with separationp2a),
and hhhr; r0iii over next-next-nearest neighbors (with separation 2a);  sign
refers to the hopping direction. We note that the next-nearest and next-next-
nearest coupling amplitudes turn out to be the same in our approximation.
This eective Hamiltonian represents noninteracting particles occupying the p
band of a square lattice under a particular magnetic ux . The connection
between the new and old operators is made through the following denition
k  cos kb+k + sin kb k ;
k  cos kb k   sin kb+k ;
with bk  (bxk  ibyk)=
p
2. The operator b+k (b
 
k ) annihilates a particle with
momentum ~k whose z component of angular momentum is  ~ (~). To rst
order in (tk + t?)=~
, k and k are of the following form
(; )k = b

k 
tk + t?
2~

(cos kxa  cos kya)bk ;
where the upper (lower) sign refers to  (). After expressing cosines as ex-
ponentials, we make the Peierls substitution, i.e. we change k to k  eBxy^=~
in the coecients of bk and interpret the resulting factors exp(i2x=a) as
momentum translation operators whose action on a function of k is given by
exp(i2x=a)f(k) = f(k 2x^=a). Fourier transformation of these modi-
ed operators yields the real space operators as
(; )n;l = b

n;l 
tk + t?
4~

(bn+1;l + b

n 1;l   ei2nbn;l+1  e i2nbn;l 1);(2.12)
where the indices (n; l) specify the x (= na) and y (= la) coordinates.
While we performed a second order expansion in the ratio of the hopping
parameter tk ( t?) to ~
, which is a small parameter for tight-binding lattices
except in the limit of very slow rotation, it is instructive to display the eective
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Hamiltonian to rst order in (tk + t?)=~
 in terms of the original operators
br:
Heff =
tk + t?
2
X
hr;r0i
[Cr;r0(b
+
r )
yb r0(1  2(r)x(r0)x) + h:c:]
+
tk   t?
2
X
hr;r0i
Cr;r0 [(b
+
r )
yb+r0 + (b
 
r )
yb r0 ] +
X
r
[~(! + 
)n+r + ~(!   
)n r ]
=
X
r;;
t [b
y
;r+aebr exp

ie
Z r+ae
r
A  dr0=~

+ h:c:]
+ ~!
X
r;
byrbr + i~

X
r
(byxrbyr   byyrbxr); (2.13)
Cr;r0 =
(
ei2n; (r)x = (r0)x = na;
1; (r)x 6= (r0)x.
This Hamiltonian incorporates the rst non-vanishing eects of rotation and
can be used as an eective Hamiltonian if (tk + t?)=~
 is not large. However,
to investigate corrections for slower rotation one has to go to higher orders as
in Eq. (2.11). In Eq. (2.13), we display the vector potential A explicitly to
express the gauge invariance of the eective Hamiltonian. Note that the phase
factor in which A appears is the usual Peierls phase factor which modies the
hopping of particles in the lowest band [see Eq. (1.27)].
For bosons, the short-range repulsive interactions between particles can be
incorporated into our model as an on-site interaction energy which can be
written, up to terms renormalizing the chemical potential (terms linear in nr),
as [58]
Hint =
U
2
X
r

n2r  
L2zr
3~2

; (2.14)
U = g
Z
jwpx;y(r)j4dr;
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where nr =
P
 b
y
rbr is the boson number operator, Lzr =  i~(byxrbyr byyrbxr)
is the z component of the angular momentum of a boson at site r, and g > 0
is the short-range repulsive interaction strength. The interaction Hamiltonian
can be written in a microscopically more revealing way using nr = (b

r )
ybr .
In this notation nr = n
+
r + n
 
r and Lzr =  ~(n+r   n r ). So the interaction
becomes
Hint =
2U
3
X
r
[(n+r )
2 + (n r )
2 + 4n+r n
 
r ]: (2.15)
By adding Hint [Eq. (2.15)] to Heff [Eq. (2.11) or (2.13)], we obtain the
Hamiltonian for interacting bosons in the p band of a rotating optical lattice.
Let us end the chapter with a summary of our ndings about the p band.
By specically focusing on the rst excited band of a two dimensional lattice,
we considered how the degenerate excited bands of a tight-binding optical lat-
tice are aected by the eective magnetic eld created by rotation. We pointed
out that the magnetic eld causes not only the hopping between dierent lat-
tice sites to be modied, but also changes the on-site energies. We showed that
once the modication of the on-site energies is explicitly taken into account,
the Peierls substitution scheme can be used to obtain an eective Hamiltonian
and the energy spectrum of the system. The spectrum contains not only the
splitting of the two bands under the eective magnetic eld, but also the ne
structure forming a pattern similar to the Hofstadter buttery. We compared
the energies obtained from the Peierls substitution procedure with a direct nu-
merical solution of the Schrodinger equation, and observed that our procedure
matches the numerical solution to a very good accuracy. By investigating how
operator transformations are modied through Peierls substitution [Eq. (2.12)]
we derived a rst order eective Hamiltonian in real space [Eq. (2.13)]. Going
to the next order, we obtain a more accurate, but more complicated eective
Hamiltonian, which displays how higher order hopping is modied by the eec-
tive magnetic eld. Finally, we also gave the expression for on-site interactions
between bosons in terms of the angular momentum `up' and `down' operators
[Eq. (2.15)].
Chapter 3
Bose-Hubbard Model under
Rotation
In this chapter, we consider the Bose-Hubbard model in a two dimensional ro-
tating optical lattice and investigate the consequences of the eective magnetic
eld created by rotation. In the rst part, using a Gutzwiller type variational
wave function, we nd an analytical expression for the Superuid (SF){Mott
insulator (MI) transition boundary in terms of the maximum eigenvalue of the
Hofstadter buttery. The dependence of the phase boundary on the eective
magnetic eld turns out to be complex, reecting the self-similar properties of
the single-particle energy spectrum. In the second part, we perform variational
Monte Carlo calculations to show that bosons in a rotating optical lattice will
form analogs of fractional quantum Hall (FQH) states when the tunneling is
suciently weak compared to the interactions and the deviation of density from
an integer is commensurate with the eective magnetic eld. We compare the
energies of superuid and correlated states to one-another and to the energies
found in exact diagonalization calculations for small systems. We look at over-
laps between our variational states and the exact ground state, characterizing
the ways in which FQH correlations manifest themselves near the MI state.
We also explore the experimental signatures of these states. This chapter is
based on the material of Refs. [55, 70].
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3.1 Phase Boundary between the Superuid
and Mott Insulator States
The modication of the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian (1.6) for the rotating sys-
tem is straightforwardly achieved by changing the hopping term with the
Hamiltonian (1.27) of the noninteracting problem, so the Hamiltonian which
includes on-site interactions in the presence of an eective magnetic eld can
be written as
H =  t
X
hi;ji
ayiaje
iAij +
U
2
X
i
ni(ni   1)  
X
i
ni: (3.1)
In fact, changing t to teiAij or more generally tij to tije
iij for arbitrary lattice
geometries is a general prescription to account for the eects of the magnetic
eld on a single non-degenerate band. As already argued in Sec. 1.2, when the
hopping term is dominant (t=U  1), one expects the system to be in a SF
state, while in the opposite limit of strong interactions (t=U  1), the system
should go into the MI state. The eect of the magnetic eld on the transition
boundary has been previously explored using a strong coupling expansion for
small magnetic elds by Niemeyer et al. [71], and numerically within mean-
eld theory by Oktel et al. [72]. Here we introduce a variational approach to
provide an analytical expression for the transition boundary.
We use a site dependent Gutzwiller ansatz to describe the system [10]. For
the Bose-Hubbard model without magnetic eld, this ansatz (and equivalent
mean-eld theory [11, 12]) gives an accurate description of the phase diagram
(see Fig. 1.1). We introduce the variational wave function at each site l
jGli = ljn0   1il + jn0il +0ljn0 + 1il: (3.2)
Since we investigate the behavior in the vicinity of the transition region, we
consider small variations around the perfect MI state with exactly n0 particles
per site, allowing for only one less or one more particle in a site. The variational
parameters l and 
0
l are assumed to be real, as complex  values can only
increase the energy of the variational state. Total wave function is the direct
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product of these site wave functions j	i = QNi jGii. As in our previous dis-
cussion of the single-particle spectrum, within the Landau gauge, the magnetic
Hamiltonian has translational invariance in the y direction. The translational
invariance in the x direction is broken by the magnetic eld, but can be re-
stored to a certain degree if the ux per plaquette is a rational number. Thus,
taking  = p=q where p and q are relatively prime integers, the Hamiltonian
is invariant under translation by q sites in the x direction. This periodicity
simplies the calculation of the expectation value of the energy when we work
with a supercell of 1  q sites. Total wave function for such a supercell is
j	si =
Qq 1
l=0 jGli. The expected value of the energy can then be written as
follows
h	jHj	i
h	j	i = Ns
h	sjHj	si
h	sj	si  Ns"; (3.3)
where Ns is the number of supercells. To nd the expected value of energy for
a supercell we will separately calculate the expected values for each term in the
Hamiltonian (3.1). In the following calculations we keep terms up to second
order in the variational parameters . We start with the chemical potential
term
 h	sj
q 1X
l=0
nlj	si =  
q 1X
l=0
hGljnljGlih	sj	sihGljGli
'  
q 1X
l=0
n
2l (n0   1) + (0l)2(n0 + 1)
+ [1 2l  (0l)2]n0
o
h	sj	si:
In the same manner, we calculate the expected value of the on-site interaction
term to be
U
2
h	sj
q 1X
l=0
nl(nl   1)j	si = U
2
q 1X
l=0
hGljnl(nl   1)jGlih	sj	sihGljGli
' U
2
q 1X
l=0
n
2l (n0   1)(n0   2) + (0l)2(n0 + 1)n0
+ [1 2l   (0l)2]n0(n0   1)
o
h	sj	si:
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As for the hopping term, we introduce a second index for the operators and
site wave functions to allow for hopping in the y direction (between supercells).
Note that jGli actually represents the set of all site wave functions having the
same x (= la) coordinate and related to each other by jGlki = exp(i)jGlk0i,
where  is some possible phase. The expected value of the hopping term
(written explicitly for a supercell with y = ka) then becomes
 th
X
hi;ji
ayiaje
iAiji !  th	sj
X
hl;l0i;k0
aylkal0k0e
iAlk;l0k0 j	si
'  t
q 1X
l=0
h
(hGlkjaylkjGlkihGl+1;kjal+1;kjGl+1;ki+ c:c:)
+ hGlkjaylkjGlkihGl;k 1jal;k 1jGl;k 1iei2l
+ hGlkjaylkjGlkihGl;k+1jal;k+1jGl;k+1ie i2l
i
h	sj	si
=  2t
q 1X
l=0
h
(l
p
n0 +
0
l
p
n0 + 1)(l+1
p
n0 +
0
l+1
p
n0 + 1)
+ cos(2l)(l
p
n0 +
0
l
p
n0 + 1)
2
i
h	sj	si;
where the last equality is obtained upon the substitution hGljaljGli = hGljayl jGli
= l
p
n0 + 
0
l
p
n0 + 1. We did not bother to divide the expression by terms
such as hGljGlihGl+1jGl+1i, since it already contains only second order terms
and such a division would have no eect up to second order. Summation of
these separate energies yields the energy " of a supercell dened in Eq. (3.3)
" =
q 1X
l=0

 2t
n
n0ll+1 +
p
n0(n0 + 1)l
0
l+1 +
p
n0(n0 + 1)l+1
0
l
+ (n0 + 1)
0
l
0
l+1+ cos(2l)[n0
2
l + 2
p
n0(n0 + 1)l
0
l + (n0 + 1)(
0
l)
2]
o
+
U
2
[2(1  n0)2l + 2n0(0l)2 + n0(n0   1)] + [2l   (0l)2   n0]

: (3.4)
If the system favors to be in the Mott insulator state, the total energy of
the system should be a minimum where all the variational parameters vanish.
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Figure 3.1: The boundary of the Mott insulator phase for the rst three Mott
lobes. Magnetic eld increases the critical value for t=U , as expected, however
this increase is not monotonic. There is also a symmetry with respect to
 = 1=2. Transition boundary for two dierent values of =U are marked to
display the complex structure of the surface.
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Thus, we can nd the phase boundary as the point where the total energy ceases
to be a local minimum in . As a result, we demand that the matrix composed
of the second derivatives of " with respect to the parameters (@2"=@i@j,
@2"=@i@
0
j, @
2"=@0i@
0
j) be positive denite, i.e. all eigenvalues be positive.
This matrix (scaled by U for convenience) can be written compactly as:
F =  2t
U
 
n0Aq
p
n0(n0 + 1)Aqp
n0(n0 + 1)Aq (n0 + 1)Aq
!
+
 
2(1  n0 + =U)Iq 0
0 2(n0   =U)Iq
!
;
where Iq is the qq identity matrix, and Aq was introduced before [Eq. (1.29)]
in relation to the single-particle problem.
If we denote the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Aq by  and  ! , and those
of F by u and  !u , all u can be expressed in terms of  by taking
 !u =
 
a !
b !
!
;
due to the special block form of F. Then u are obtained as:
u = 1  (1 + 2n0)
t
U


r
[(1 + 2n0)
t
U
   1]2   4f(n0   
U
)[1  (n0   
U
)]  t
U
(1 +

U
)g:
The positive deniteness of F leads us to take  u and set it to 0 in order
to determine the critical t=U value above which the perfect insulator state is
destroyed. We nd the boundary of the n0th Mott lobe to be:
(t=U)critical =
(n0   =U)[1  (n0   =U)]
f()(1 + =U)
; (3.5)
where n0 1  =U  n0. This boundary is plotted in Fig. 3.1 for the rst three
Mott lobes. At  = 0, this formula reproduces the critical t=U value found in
[11, 12] [see Eq. (1.11)]. Increasing magnetic eld increases the critical hopping
strength, however this increase is not monotonic. The complicated structure
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of the single particle problem is reected in the transition boundary. Equation
(3.5) is in excellent agreement with the numerical mean-eld work [72].
At zero magnetic eld the mean-eld result for the transition boundary is
close to accurate Monte Carlo calculations [73], but it is not guaranteed that the
mean-eld description of the system would be valid under magnetic eld. Our
variational wave function (and mean-eld theory) disregards the correlations
between uctuations above the insulating state. Such correlations would be
expected to wash out the ne structure of the transition boundary (Fig. 3.1).
Nevertheless, one may expect the gross features of the mean-eld boundary
to survive for the real system. The almost linear increase of the transition
point for small magnetic elds, periodicity of the system with respect to 
(with period 1), and the central dip near  = 1=2 should be qualitatively
correct. There is however one important way that the uctuations around the
Mott insulating state can become correlated. The Hamiltonian (3.1) supports
bosonic FQH states as discussed in a number of recent papers [74, 75, 76]. So
far, such FQH states have been assumed to appear only in the region of low
density where the number of particles per site is less than one. In the next
section, we argue that states similar to bosonic FQH states should be present
near the MI boundaries, even at higher densities.
3.2 Fractional Quantum Hall States in the Vicin-
ity of Mott Plateaus
As stated before, most previous studies of analogs of fractional quantum Hall
states in optical lattices have focussed on the low density limit, where the
average occupation number per site is much fewer than one. In the context
of cold atoms, Hafezi et al. [29] gave an excellent review of the basic physics
of this limit (including symmetry and topology arguments), and argued that
one can continuously deform a Mott insulating state into a fractional quantum
Hall state by varying the strength of an additional superlattice potential [74].
They also proposed using Bragg spectroscopy to probe these states. Palmer
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et al. [76, 77] performed a number of calculations focussed on the role of
the trap, detection schemes, and on inhomogeneities which can spontaneously
appear in these systems. Bhat, et al. [75, 78, 79] carried out full conguration-
interaction calculations for a small number of particles in a rotating lattice
with hard-wall boundary conditions. Cooper et al. analyzed the relevance
of composite fermion wave functions to describing these systems [80]. Cooper
recently produced a review of the physics of rotating cold atom clouds including
analogs of the quantum Hall eect in lattices [13]. These, and our present study,
build on initial works motivated by solid state systems [81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86,
87, 88].
Translating these arguments to higher densities is not completely trivial. In
the standard picture, when the density is tuned away from commensurability
(meaning that the number of particles per lattice site is not an integer), the
system never goes into the MI state, but will always have a superuid density.
If the system is rotating, one further expects that the collective motion of this
superuid will produce a vortex lattice. When the rotation rate is high enough
that the number of vortices is comparable to the number of excess particles,
it is plausible to argue that the superuid will be unstable to forming a cor-
related state of matter with particles bound to vortices{a situation analogous
to that found in the FQH eect. In fact, in the following discussion, we will
claim that when the deviation of the particle density from an integer value is
commensurate with the magnetic ux one can see analogs of the FQH states
coexisting with a frozen MI background.
Before presenting our results based on detailed calculations, it will be useful
to briey sketch the ideas leading to our conjecture about the occurrence of
FQH states. Let us assume that the particle density is equal to hni = n0 + ,
where n0 is an integer and  << 1 is the decimal part of the density. With such
incommensurate particle number, the system will never be a perfect MI and
the chemical potential for this state, plotted on the   t plane, will trace the
outline of the Mott lobe as the interaction is increased (Fig. 3.2). However, if
the same system is under a magnetic eld that is commensurate with the excess
particle density, there appears another possibility. Specically if  = =2 (two
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Figure 3.2: Schematic phase diagram near the n0th Mott lobe. Dotted lines
show the chemical potential as a function of hopping strength for systems with
constant density hni = n0 and hni = n0+ . FQH phases of \excess" particles,
or holes are shown as the shaded regions.
ux quanta for one particle), it is possible for n0 particles to form a MI state
that is coexisting with a  = 1=2 bosonic Laughlin state of the remaining 
particles. At high enough interaction, such a state would be preferable to a
superuid state as it avoids any interaction between the \excess" particles.
A variational wave function for such a state can be constructed by sym-
metrizing the product of the Mott insulator state for n0 bosons with the  = 1=2
bosonic Laughlin state for  particles. A crude estimate for the energy of this
state can be given in terms of its dierence from that of the MI state as
E = [Un0   t(n0 + 1)f()]: (3.6)
The rst term in brackets is due to the on-site interaction of an excess particle
with the MI background and the second term is the hopping energy of the
particle in the Hofstadter ground state denoted by  tf(), f() > 0 being
the dimensionless maximum eigenvalue of the Hofstadter spectrum. Note that
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t is enhanced by a factor of (n0 + 1) to account for the presence of the Mott
background. Interaction eects between excess particles are excluded, as it is
expected that in this regime the excess particles avoid one-another. When it is
favorable to put one extra particle on to the Mott state, it would be favorable
to put more particles (up to  per site) and organize them into a FQH state.
One can then expect the correlated state to exist within a band above the MI
lobe (see Fig. 3.2). The same argument can be advanced for holes, creating
a FQH state of holes below the MI. Experimentally these states would have
distinct signatures appearing as extra steps in the density prole near the MI
steps of the wedding-cake structure of the trapped system.
Hereafter we conrm this scenario through more rigorous calculations. By
using Monte Carlo techniques we compare the energy of variational states de-
scribing FQH states and superuid vortex lattices with each other. We also
compare these energies with exact results calculated for small numbers of par-
ticles. We nd that there is a range of parameters for which the FQH states
are more favorable than superuid states. We note, however, that the energy
dierences between these states scales as the tunelling energy, and can be quite
small.
We start our analysis by writing the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian in an ef-
fective magnetic eld (3.1) with the chemical potential term omitted for now,
as we will rst work with a denite number of particles
H0 =  t
X
hi;ji
ayiaje
iAij +
U
2
X
i
ni(ni   1): (3.7)
We will also use the gauge A =  Byx^ for convenience, so the phases Aij =
exp(ie
R ri
rj
A dl=~) acquired when hopping in  x direction are 2iy, where
iy is the y coordinate scaled by lattice constant a, and in y direction Aij = 0.
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3.2.1 Variational Wave Function
3.2.1.1 Laughlin State
We consider the variational ansatz
j	i =
X
z1;:::;zN
 (z1; :::; zN)a
y
z1
:::ayzN j	MIi; (3.8)
where j	MIi =
Q
j(a
y
j)
n0=
p
n0!j0i is the Mott insulator state with n0 particles
per site and  is the Laughlin wave function [89] with lling  = 1=m. To
describe bosons for which the many-body wave function should be symmetric
with respect to a change in the particle coordinates, m must be even. The
complex coordinate zi = xi + iyi species the location of the ith particle, with
i running from 1 to N , where N is the number of excess particles. The sum
over zi is a sum over all lattice sites. To describe a state with excess holes, we
replace ay with a.
To minimize the role of boundaries, the model in (3.7) is typically either
solved on a sphere or a torus. We will work in an L  L torus geometry,
corresponding to quasiperiodic (twisted) boundary conditions
 (:::; zk + L; :::) =  (:::; zk; :::) (3.9)
 (:::; zk + iL; :::) = e
 i 2mN
L
xk (:::; zk; :::);
For these boundary conditions the Laughlin wave function can explicitly be
written as [90]
 (z1; :::; zN) = N eiKx
P
i xie Ky
P
i yie 
mN
L2
P
i y
2
i

mY
=1
#1[(Z   Z)
L
]
NY
i<j
n
#1[(zi   zj)
L
]
om
: (3.10)
Here, N is the normalization factor, Z =Pi zi is N times the center-of-mass
coordinate, Z = X + iY are the a priori arbitrary locations of the center-
of-mass zeros. To satisfy the boundary conditions, one requires
P
X = n1L
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(n1 2 Z), Kx = 2n2=L (n2 2 Z), and Ky =  2
P
 Y=L
2. The quasi-
periodic Jacobi theta functions are dened by
#1(z; e
i ) =
1X
 1
( 1)n 1=2ei(n+1=2)2e(2n+1)iz:
For our square geometry  = i. This function is odd with respect to z and
has the following quasi-periodicity properties: #1(z + ) =  #1(z) and #1(z +
) =  e ie 2iz#1(z). The relation between the ux quantum per plaquette
 = N=L
2, lling fraction  = N=N, and excess particle density  = N=L
2
is succinctly given by  = , where N denotes the number of ux quanta in
the LL lattice we consider. In what follows, we will restrict ourselves to the
 = 1=2 Laughlin state (m = 2), so that the commensurability requirement
between the magnetic ux and particle density becomes  = 2.
3.2.1.2 Superuid State
We will compare the Laughlin state introduced in Sec. 3.2.1.1 with a Gutzwiller
mean eld state
j	MF i =
Y
i
 X
n
f injnii
!
; (3.11)
where f in are variational parameters. In the non-rotating case, the superuid
is translationally invariant, and the coecients f in are independent of i [see
Eq. (1.9)]. In our case, where the lattice is rotating, a vortex lattice forms,
breaking translational invariance.
Near the Mott lobe, the site occupations are dominated by n = n0 and
n = n0  1, i.e. it is extremely unlikely to have more than one extra particle
or hole at a given site [see Eq. (3.2)]. We therefore truncate our basis to only
these three values of n. This will also facilitate direct comparison with exact
diagonalization calculations using the same truncated basis. We work in an
L L lattice, using the boundary conditions which are equivalent to those in
Eq. (3.9).
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The numerical technique for optimizing the parameters f in [see the discus-
sion following Eq. (1.9)] can be described in terms of a variational calcula-
tion where one minimizes h	MF jH0j	MF i with the constraints that the total
number of particles M and normalization h	MF j	MF i are xed: this involves
introducing the chemical potential  as a Lagrange multiplier. In practice it
is more convenient to write H = H0   M , and follow an iterative procedure
based upon mean eld theory. These two approaches are completely equivalent.
In comparing energies with our other variational state, one must be cautious
and be sure to use hH0i = hHi+ M .
3.2.2 Exact Results on Small Systems
For small systems we can exactly diagonalize the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.7), tak-
ing a conguration-interaction approach where we truncate the allowed number
of particles on a given site to be n0, n0  1, or n0+1. For deniteness we take
n0 = 1: changing this value just scales the hopping matrix elements t. For these
small system sizes we can also directly calculate h	jH0j	i. In Sec. 3.2.3 we
will discuss larger systems where we need to resort to a Monte Carlo algorithm
for calculating this energy.
We consider 12 particles in a 33 lattice, so that the excess particle density
is 1=3. We take  = 1=2 and accordingly the number of quanta of ux per
plaquette is  = 2=3. Fig. 3.3 displays the energies (measured in units of U)
of the rst few hundred exact energy eigenstates together with the energies of
our two variational wave functions: Eqs. (3.8) and (3.11). We emphasize that
our ansatz for the fractional quantum Hall state is not just the Laughlin state,
where ux is bound to each particle, but is rather the coexistence of a Mott
state and a Laughlin state, with ux bound only to the excess particles. In
Fig. 3.3 we also show the estimated energy from Eq. (3.6). It is remarkable
how closely this estimate matches the results of the exact diagonalization for
small t.
For t . 0:13 the energy of our candidate fractional quantum Hall state
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Figure 3.3: Exact many-body spectrum for 12 particles in a 3 3 lattice with
 = 2=3 considering only 0,1, and 2 atoms per site (for  = 1=2, excess particle
density is  =  = 1=3). Also shown by the solid black line is our variational
estimate of the energy of a fractional quantum Hall state of excess particles in
the presence of a Mott background. Dash-dotted blue line shows the Gutzwiller
mean-eld superuid energy for the same density (1+), corresponding to a
vortex lattice where the cores are lled with Mott insulator. The dashed red
line is the estimate of the ground state energy from Eq. (3.6), rst introduced
in [55]. For low enough t the variational energy of the correlated state of excess
particles is lower than the superuid energy.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Overlap between the  = 1=2 FQH + MI state [j	i from Eq.
(3.8)] and the exact ground state [jg:s:i, determined from diagonalizing Eq.
(3.7) in a truncated basis] as a function of tunneling strength t, using the
same parameters as Fig. 3.3. Also shown in the inset is the overlap between
a superuid vortex lattice and jg:s:i. (b) Comparison of the variational and
exact energies { from Fig. 3.3.
(with optimized Z) is lower than that of the superuid, while the opposite
holds for larger t. Our physical picture of this is that as t grows the Mott
insulator melts, and the density of mobile atoms is no longer commensurate
with the magnetic eld. For very small t, the variational energy agrees very
well with the exact ground state energy, which is shown more clearly in Fig.
3.4(b). In Fig. 3.4(a) we show the overlap between our variational state and
the exact ground state. At low t the overlap is greater than 95%, but it falls
o with increasing t presumably due to the increasing importance of particle-
hole excitations. The overlap between the ground state and the mean-eld
superuid [inset of Fig. 3.4(a)] is never large, and their energies in Fig. 3.3
never approach one-another. We believe this is due in part to the fact that
the mean-eld state breaks translational invariance, and consequently involves
a superposition of many eigenstates [91]. A quantum superposition of vortex
lattices, may in fact be a good alternative description of the FQH state.
Given the small dierence between the energies of our two variational states,
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Figure 3.5: Variational energy (in units of U) (a) and the overlap with the
exact ground state (b) as a function of center of mass zeros Z1 = X1 + iY1,
Z2 = L   Z1, measured in units of the lattice constant. As with Fig. 3.3, we
consider an L  L cell with L = 3, ux per plaquette  = 2=3, lling factor
 = 1=2 and total particle number M = 12. We take Kx = 0, Ky = 0, and
t = 0:01U . The lower the variational energy, the higher the overlap. The lowest
energy occurs for X1 = Y1 = L=2 where the overlap is 96:4%. At this point,
the variational energy is 0:3186U , which is very close to the exact ground state
energy of 0:3176U .
one must be somewhat cautious about ascribing too much signicance to the
crossing at t  0:13. One also might be concerned that at that value of t, both
variational states have an energy which is signicantly higher than that of the
ground state, suggesting that neither may be particularly good descriptions
of the true ground state. A third concern is that there is no sign of a phase
transition in Fig. 3.4(a): the overlap between the fractional quantum Hall state
and the exact ground state remains above 75% out to t  0:15. Despite these
caveats, the large overlaps at small t is convincing evidence that the ground
state at low t is a fractional quantum Hall state of excess particles.
In Fig. 3.5 we show how the energy of the variational state depends on the
parameters Z, which represent where \vortices" can be found around which
the center of mass ows. The boundary conditions in Eq. (3.9) force the wave
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function to have m = 1= of these zeros (in the present case m = 2). In the
absence of the lattice, the energy is invariant under changing these parameters,
leading to an m-fold degeneracy of the ground state [92]. Here this symmetry
is absent and the energy depends on Z. Not surprisingly, the overlap between
the variational state and the exact ground-state is directly correlated with
the energy. This overlap has a maximum when the variational energy has a
minimum.
3.2.3 Variational Monte Carlo Method
Unfortunately the maximum size of the system which can be treated by the
techniques of Sec. 3.2.2 is quite limited. Our preceding results for small sys-
tem size predominantly serve as a guide for physical intuition, and cannot
quantitatively describe the physics of the innite system. Here we introduce a
variational Monte Carlo (VMC) algorithm [93, 94, 95, 96] in order to calculate
the energy h	jHj	i = h	jH0 M j	i, where M is the total number of parti-
cles. This will allow us to make a more solid comparison of the energies of the
superuid and correlated states, and draw the phase diagram in Fig. 3.6. This
phase diagram illustrates the regions of   t plane where either the superuid
or correlated state has a lower energy.
We begin by introducing a basis jR = fz1;    ; zNgi where the N excess
particles are at sites z1 through zN . This allows us to write
h	jHj	i =
X
RR0
h	jRihRjHjR0ihR0j	i =
X
R
PRER;
PR = jhRj	ij2; (3.12)
ER =
X
R0
hRjHjR0ihR0j	i
hRj	i :
We use a Metropolis algorithm to sample the sum over R. Starting from some
conguration R0 we generate a new one R1 by attempting to move a single
particle by one site. We accept the move with probability minf1;PR1=PR0g:
we then continue the procedure to generate R2, R3, . . . . In the resulting
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Markov chain each conguration R will appear with probability PR. After S
steps, the energy is then estimated as ES =
PS
i=1ERi=S. As is usual, we
discard the rst few thousand steps so as not to bias the sum by our choice
of initial conguration. We use a binning analysis to estimate the statistical
error on our sum [97].
Since the Hamiltonian connects only a nite number of dierent cong-
urations (those which dier by moving one particle by one site), the sum
is numerically straightforward and we calculate ER for each R directly. As
a further simplication we note that E(; t) = E0()   (n0 + 1)tK, where
E0 = Un0+ U(n0   1)n0=2  (n0 + ) is the expectation value of the on-site
terms in H and  (n0 + 1)tK is the expectation value of the hopping energy.
K is independent of n0, as the only role of the Mott background is to provide
a Bose-enhancement term of (n0 + 1). By using the Monte Carlo algorithm to
calculate K, rather than E, we produce E(; t) for all n0, , and t at once.
Table 3.1 lists the parameters for which we have performed VMC calcu-
lations. For the smallest system sizes (L = 3; 4; 5) we nd that the VMC
agrees with the direct calculation of the variational energy. From the chart,
we conclude that nite size eects are signicant in the L = 3 cases, but for
larger L the dierences between the energies of the two systems are within a
few percent.
Fig. 3.6 illustrates our results for  = 1=4. Near the constant density
line hni = 1 + , there is a region where our variational wave function has a
lower energy than the Gutzwiller mean eld vortex lattice. This corresponds
to an incompressible  = 1=2 bosonic Laughlin state above the n0 = 1 Mott
insulator. The same argument can be advanced for holes by just changing
the creation operators in Eq. (3.8) with annihilation operators leading to a
coexisting Mott insulator and FQH state of holes near the hni = 1    line,
although it is less visible than in the particle case.
One of the promising schemes for observing the incompressible states de-
scribed here is through in situ imaging of the density prole of a trapped gas
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  L N K K
2/3 1/3 3 3 0.7376 6 10 4
6 12 0.5187 4 10 4
4/9 2/9 3 2 0.4419 4 10 4
6 8 0.4455 2 10 4
8/25 4/25 5 4 0.3874 1 10 4
10 16 0.3873 5 10 5
1/4 1/8 4 2 0.3483 2 10 4
8 8 0.3375 4 10 5
Table 3.1: Results of our variational Monte Carlo calculation.  is the number
of ux per plaquette,  is the density of excess particles, L is the system size,
N is the number of excess particles,  (1 + n0)tK is the hopping energy per
site, where t is the hopping matrix element and n0 is the number of particles
per site in the underlying Mott state. K is dimensionless. Our estimates of
the statistical error in K from a binning analysis of 80 000 samples are given
by K.
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Figure 3.6: Phase diagram for  = 1=4 and  = 1=2. Boundary between Mott
insulator (MI) and superuid (SF) states is found from a mean-eld calculation.
Excess particle (or hole) density is  =  = 0:125. Boundary of the coexistent
 = 1=2 FQH state of excess particles (holes) and n0 = 1 MI state centered
around the 1.125 (0.875) constant density line is determined from a comparison
of VMC and mean-eld energies. We consider 8 particles in an 8 8 lattice in
the VMC calculation.
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[76, 77, 98]. The FQH states should appear as extra steps in the density pro-
le near the Mott insulator plateaus. Moreover, the behavior of these steps
is predictable: the density is set by the magnetic ux, and the size of the
gap (hence the spatial size of the plateau) increases with magnetic eld. One
can even imagine that for a xed ux there will appear a sequence of FQH
states with larger even denominators and thus with smaller densities all the
way up to the SF{MI phase boundary, however their size will be much smaller
and they may not be discernible at all. Other probes for the FQH states may
be noise correlations in time-of-ight experiments, measurement of the Hall
conductance for the mass current in a tilted lattice, or Bragg spectroscopy
[74, 75, 76, 78, 79, 29, 77, 13, 98, 80]. A major obstacle to the observation of
these states is the need to reduce the temperature to below the scale of the gap,
which is a fraction of the hopping strength t. Such temperatures are currently
hard to reach reliably.
In summary, we have predicted that experiments on bosons in lattices with
an eective magnetic eld will see a phase where the excitations on top of a
Mott insulator form a bosonic fractional quantum Hall state. We base our
prediction on a set of variational calculations, supplemented by exact diago-
nalization of small systems. We nd that the MI +  = 1=2 Laughlin state has
a lower energy than the mean-eld vortex lattice when the density of excess
particles or holes,  = N=L2, is chosen appropriately ( =  = =2), and the
hopping t is suciently small compared to the interactions U . In this regime
we nd that the overlap between the exact ground state and the proposed co-
existent state is as large as 96%, but the overlap with the superuid is smaller
than 10%. We produced a phase diagram (Fig. 3.6), illustrating where this
novel phase should be found at low temperatures.
Chapter 4
Realization of the Hofstadter
Insulator
In this chapter, we consider a gas of noninteracting spinless fermions in a ro-
tating optical lattice and calculate the density prole of the gas in an external
connement potential. The density prole exhibits distinct plateaus, which
correspond to gaps in the single-particle Hofstadter spectrum. These plateaus
result from insulating behavior whenever the Fermi energy lies within a gap.
We discuss the necessary conditions to realize this Hofstadter insulator in a
cold-atom setup and show how the quantized Hall conductance can be mea-
sured from density proles. The discussion is based on the material of Ref.
[98].
The gaps in the Hofstadter spectrum form continuous regions for a nite
range of ux. For a system of noninteracting fermions, it was shown by Thou-
less et al. that whenever the Fermi energy lies in one of these gaps, the Hall
conductance of the system is quantized [81]. This quantization is topologi-
cal in nature, and the quantized Hall conductance is determined uniquely by
the magnetic translation symmetry [51]. This Hofstadter insulating phase is
a topological insulator that can be characterized by two topological numbers
[99], the rst Chern number corresponding to Hall conductance and another
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number related to polarizability [100].
As the conventional solid state setups are not suitable for the observation
of this spectrum because of the high magnetic eld strengths required (see
the discussion in Sec. 1.4), we propose an alternative way to achieve and to
experimentally study this topological insulator by using ultracold Fermi gases
in a rotating optical lattice.
We rst discuss the conditions for simulating the Hofstadter model in an
ultracold optical lattice system:
(1) Hofstadter model is expressly single band; the motion of fermions in the
periodic potential has to be well described by a single-band tight-binding model
with nearest neighbor hopping. This requirement means that there has to be a
nite gap between s and p bands, and the dispersion of the s band can be well
approximated by a cosine function. From the band structure calculations for
optical lattice potentials, one can easily show that this requirement is fullled
when V0 > 3ER [101, 102, 103]. A rotating lattice experiment has recently
been carried out [27]. Although in this particular experiment V0 < 1ER, which
is not deep enough to reach the tight-binding regime, there is no fundamental
reason against increasing V0 a few more ER, as it has been routinely done in
static lattice experiments [4].
(2) The \magnetic eld" has to be strong enough. As we have shown before
the magnetic ux quantum per plaquette  is related to the rotation frequency

 as  = 2ma2
=h. For rotation to create an eective magnetic ux close
to one ux quantum, the rotation frequency 
 must be close to ER=~ (more
rigorously  = ~
=2ER). In typical optical lattice experiments the recoil
frequency is a few kHz, thus, rotation of the lattice at hundreds to thousands
of Hz would be enough to reach the high magnetic eld limit.
(3) To observe the insulating behavior, the temperature has to be lower than
the gap of the insulator. The gap for the Hofstadter insulator is comparable to
the hopping amplitude t. In a moderately deep lattice, for which V0  3 7ER,
for instance, t is of the order of 1  10 nK. This is below currently attainable
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temperatures. However, cooling fermions to this regime is not more dicult
than achieving degenerate Fermi gases in a lattice, and the latter is now the
major goal pursued in many key laboratories in this eld.
(4) The Hofstadter model is a noninteracting one. Strong repulsive or
attractive interactions can lead to either exciton instability or BCS instability of
the insulating phase (which will be discussed in Ch. 5), and therefore diminish
its topological behavior. In ultracold atom experiments a single species of
fermions is naturally noninteracting due to the Pauli exclusion principle.
Even when the above conditions are satised, there are two factors which
complicate the correspondence between the results of ultracold atom exper-
iments and theories developed for `bulk' systems. The rst is the presence
of an external conning potential in all ultracold atom experiments, i.e. the
third term in Eq. (1.14). The second factor is that transport measurements
are usually very hard for cold atom systems. Hereafter, we rst calculate the
density prole of a noninteracting Fermi gas in a rotating optical lattice, in
the presence of a smooth external potential [104]. We nd that the presence
of the residual trapping potential facilitates the observation of the eects of
single-particle spectrum, as long as it is varying smooth enough on the lattice
length scale. Secondly, we show that one of the most important transport prop-
erties, namely the Hall conductance which reects the topological nature, can
be inferred from the measurement of the density prole due to the well-known
Streda formula [105].
4.1 Density Prole for Noninteracting Trapped
Fermions in a Rotating Lattice
When the residual trapping potential is slowly varying, we can utilize the local-
density approximation (LDA) in which we dene a local chemical potential
l(r) (or Fermi energy) as
l(r) =   V (r); (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Density of states for the Hofstadter buttery. Darker regions imply
greater density. Dashed lines represent the trajectory of local Fermi energy
from the center to the edge of the cloud, for dierent values of  corresponding
to those used in Fig. 4.2, namely  = 1=3; 1=4; 1=7, and 1=10. Regions marked
by  and N have Hall conductance xy = 1; and marked by  and  xy = 2.
where in our case V (r) = m(!2?   
2)r2=2. In what follows, we shall denote
(!2?   
2) by !2.
To nd the density prole n(r), we simply count the number of states below
l(r) for the corresponding uniform system as
n(r) =
Z
dD()(l(r)  ): (4.2)
The density of states D() is displayed in Fig. 4.1. In the Hofstadter spectrum,
for which  is a rational number p=q, the gaps form continuous regions in  E
plane, although the band edges are fractal. When  lies in a gap, the system
is an insulator, and as one changes  and , the topological nature and the
Hall conductance of the insulator do not change as long as one remains within
the same gap [81]. The largest two gaps correspond to insulators with Hall
conductance xy = 1, and the second largest ones have Hall conductance
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xy = 2 and so on, as marked in Fig. 4.1.
To calculate the integral in Eq. (4.2) eciently, we note that if we take q to
be suciently large, the bandwidths of each subband become negligibly small.
Counting the number of states then reduces to counting these bands in certain
intervals. In our numerical procedure, we determine the subbands with their
edge values "edge. So the number of states per plaquette in the two dimensional
case can conveniently be expressed as
n() =
1
2q
X
"edge
(  "edge): (4.3)
In all of our calculations we took q = 401, which is a prime number allowing
p to be successive integers.  values for other small denominators of q are
approximated by properly choosing p. For instance,  = 1=10 is approximated
by 40=401, 1=4 by 100=401 and 1=3 by 134=401.
We now present the density proles for several  values. To make a connec-
tion with experiments, we refer to the work in Ref. [56] in which the fermionic
40K atoms are stored in an optical lattice with lattice constant a = 413 nm.
We take V0 = 5ER, which gives t = 0:066ER. The parameters at hand yield
ER=~ = 45:98 kHz and t=~ = 3:035 kHz. With the choice !  355 Hz, the gas
extends over approximately 60 lattice sites in the radial direction, so that the
assumption of LDA is satised. In Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 we xed the number of
fermions at 5000.
When the local chemical potential l(r) lies in one of the gaps, we have
@n(r)=@(r) = 0 because of vanishing compressibility. Hence, as one can see
by comparing Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, corresponding to the energy gaps in the
single particle spectrum, there appear plateaus in the density prole. The
discernible number of plateaus is related to the size of the energy gaps. For
instance, in Fig. 4.2(a), the plateau with n = 1 is the band insulator with
completely lled band, which is topologically trivial and has vanishing Hall
conductance. Apart from that, for  = 1=3, the chemical potential trajectory
passes through two gap regions which gives two plateaus with n = 0:333 and
n = 0:667 respectively. While for  = 1=4, there are totally four subbands, but
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Figure 4.2: (a) Density proles for 5000 fermions with  = 1=4, 
 = 7:2992
kHz, !? = 7:3078 kHz (solid line) and  = 1=3, 
 = 9:7809 kHz, !? = 9:7873
kHz (dashed line). (b) Density proles for 5000 fermions with  = 1=10,

 = 2:9197 kHz, !? = 2:9412 kHz (solid line) and  = 1=7, 
 = 4:1605 kHz,
!? = 4:1756 kHz (dashed line). Length is measured in units of lattice constant
a. Density is given in units of particles per lattice site.
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Figure 4.3: Density prole for 5000 fermions at several temperatures when
 = 1=4. Plateaus become indiscernible when kBT  0:5t.
two of them touch at  = 0, so there are also two gap regions corresponding
to two plateaus with n = 0:25 and n = 0:75. In Fig. 4.2(b) we choose two
's with larger q, where there are more gaps in the spectrum and therefore
more density plateaus. Experimentally, the smaller gap one wants to nd, the
more dicult it is, because it requires much larger system size and much lower
temperature.
In Fig. 4.3 we show the temperature eect on the visibility of plateaus. We
implement the eect of nite temperature by incorporating the Fermi-Dirac
distribution into our calculations as
n2D[l(r); T ] =
1
2q
X
"edge
1
exp f["edge   l(r)]=kBTg+ 1 : (4.4)
We observe from Fig. 4.3 that plateaus will be smeared out when kBT > 0:5t.
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4.2 Quantized Hall Conductance
As shown by Thouless et al., the topological distinction of the insulators we
consider manifests itself in the Hall conductance, which should be quantized in
units of e2=h [81]. Here, we propose a method to read out the information about
the Hall conductance quantization from the obtained density proles. With this
method one can observe how the particle density within a particular plateau
(labelled by the corresponding gap) changes with the rotation frequency. The
change of plateau density with respect to rotation frequency is directly related
to the Hall conductance of that plateau.
Streda obtained a formula for the Hall conductance of a two dimensional
charged system as
xy = e
@N
@B
; (4.5)
which is valid when the Fermi energy lies in a gap [105]. Here N is the number
of levels below the Fermi energy. For a neutral gas we can dene a similar
response function xy = Jx=Fy, where Jx is the mass current in the x direction
induced by a force Fy in the y direction. Then the Streda formula for the
rotating system can be rewritten as
xy =
1
2
@N
@

: (4.6)
Expressing the rotation frequency in terms of , and N in terms of the density
per plaquette n(r) (as in our density plots), one obtains
xy =
m
h
@n
@
: (4.7)
To measure Hall conductance, we rst choose two  values, and identify
the plateaus in both density proles that correspond to the same gap. The
density dierence of those two plateaus divided by the dierence between 
values gives the Hall conductance. We use Fig. 4.2 as an example to show how
this procedure works. The plateaus are marked by the same symbol as their
corresponding gaps in Fig. 4.1. Two plateaus marked by the same symbol
are the same insulating phase. In Fig. 4.2(a), for that marked by , n =
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0:333  0:25, and n= = 1, for that marked by N, n = 0:667  0:75, and
n= =  1. In Fig. 4.2(b), one can get the same quantization number for
the plateaus marked by  and N. In addition, there are more plateaus, such
as those marked by  and  corresponding to the second largest gaps. For that
marked by , n = 0:284  0:201 and n= = 2, and for that marked by ,
n = 0:716  0:802 and n= =  2.
While the above examples concentrated on the largest, Landau level type,
gaps of the spectrum, the method can be applied to any gap, including the
nontrivial smaller gaps in the right-left or central chains. For example, consid-
ering two density proles near  = 0:45 we can observe the Hall conductance
of the largest gap in the right chain to be n= = 2. Generally smaller gaps
have higher values of Hall conductance; however, experimentally it becomes
increasingly harder to observe these gaps, as the corresponding plateaus will
become discernible at lower temperatures and higher particle numbers.
To summarize, we discussed the experimental conditions for simulating the
Hofstadter model in rotating optical lattices, such as lattice depth, rotation
frequency, and temperature. We calculated the density prole in the presence
of a smooth residual trapping potential, and showed how the density plateaus
reect the insulating behavior in a \magnetic eld" with incommensurate lling
number. We also proposed a method to measure the Hall conductance from
real space density proles, without doing transport experiments.
Chapter 5
Pairing of Fermions in Rotating
Lattices
In most conventional metals, for which the magnetic ux quantum per plaque-
tte  is very small (  1) the magnetic eld can be treated semi-classically
as the electron density n  1 is several orders larger than . By contrast, in
two-dimensional electron gases, where n    1, the density is so low that
only the bottom of an electron band is populated, and the eective mass ap-
proximation is sucient to account for the lattice eect. In cold atom systems,
however, because the magnetic eld is synthetically generated by rotation or
by engineering atom-light interactions (see Sec. 1.3), and the lattice spacing
is of the order of half a micron, one can access the regime n    1, where
both the lattice and the magnetic eld should be treated on an equal footing
and in a quantum-mechanical manner.
For neutral atoms in optical lattices, the interaction is dominated by on-
site interactions as we have reviewed the case for bosons in Sec. 1.2. In order
to emphasize the inclusion of magnetic eld eects in such systems, we will
generally refer to the model describing interacting cold atoms in optical lattices
with a large magnetic eld as the Hofstadter-Hubbard (HH) model. Recently,
many works (including ours, see Ch. 3) have focused on the bosonic HH model,
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which reveal a number of interesting phenomena, including possible fractional
quantum Hall states and vortex lattice states [106, 107, 108, 109]. However, so
far little attention has been paid to the fermionic HH model (see for instance
Ref. [110]). In this chapter, we will investigate the properties of the paired
superuid phase in the fermionic HH model with attractive interactions. Our
discussion will be based on the material of Ref. [111].
For   1, the pairing problem diers from the usual BCS theory of type-II
superconductors in an important way. In type-II superconductors the separa-
tion between the vortices is much larger than the size of Cooper pairs, hence
one can locally apply the BCS scenario to dene a local order parameter (r),
and understand the vortex lattice by coupling this \coarse grained" order pa-
rameter to the magnetic eld. Because of the second critical eld Hc2 one can
never enter the regime where Cooper pair size is smaller than the distance be-
tween vortices. In the HH model considered here, magnetic eld modies the
single-particle dispersion in a fundamental way and magnetic ux is not neg-
ligible even at the shortest length scale, which is the lattice constant. Hence,
any discussion of pairing must include the eect of the magnetic eld at the mi-
croscopic level. We show that such a microscopic theory requires the denition
of an order parameter with multiple components. Even though the denition
of the order parameter is complicated by the inclusion of the magnetic eld at
the microscopic level, we see that this order parameter naturally describes the
vortex lattice, despite the fact that the separation between the vortices is of
the order of lattice spacing.
The main points of our analysis are highlighted as follows.
(1) We rst review that for  = p=q, where p and q are relatively prime
integers, each single-particle state in the Hofstadter spectrum is q-fold degen-
erate due to magnetic translation symmetry. This degeneracy enforces that
a comprehensive formulation of BCS theory in this case must contain Cooper
pairs with both zero and a set of nite momenta, which are to be treated on
an equal footing.
(2) We show that the magnetic translation symmetry also imposes relations
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between pairing order parameters of dierent momentum. These relations are
veried numerically by self-consistently solving the BCS mean-eld Hamilto-
nian.
(3) The relative phases between dierent pairing order parameters deter-
mined from self-consistent solutions can also be understood from a more intu-
itive and simpler Ginzburg-Landau argument.
(4) We determine the structure of vortices in the superuid ground state
using the information from (2). The unit cell of the superuid phase is enlarged
to qq, whose symmetry is lower than that of the original Hamiltonian. Hence,
the superuid ground state has discrete degeneracy, related to the symmetry
of the vortex lattice.
(5) For certain fermion densities, a critical interaction strength is predicted
for a quantum phase transition from a Hofstadter insulator to a superuid
phase.
5.1 Generalized BCS Model
We consider a two-component Fermi gas in a two-dimensional optical lattice
potential so that an s band tight binding model accurately describes the dy-
namics. Both components are coupled to the same gauge eldA = Bxy^, in the
Landau gauge. Note that, there is no Zeeman shift associated with a synthetic
magnetic eld. The single-particle dynamics is described by the Hamiltonian
H0 =  t
X
hii0i

cyici0e
iAii0 + h:c:

; (5.1)
where ci (c
y
i) annihilates (creates) a fermionic particle at site i = (ix; iy) with
spin  (="; #) and the phases Aii0 are again determined for the Landau gauge
as in Eq. (1.27). Recall the degeneracy in the ky direction due to magnetic
translation symmetry as expressed in Eq. (1.25), which will be very important
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Figure 5.1: (a) Three magnetic bands for p=q = 1=3. (b) The Fermi surface of
a half-lled (black solid line) and slightly away from half-lled (red dashed line)
system. (c) and (d): the band dispersion along the kx direction with ky = 0 (c)
and along the ky direction with kx = 0 (d). Various possible pairings included
in our BCS theory are also illustrated in (c) and (d), which include intra- and
inter-band pairing (c), and pairing with nonzero center-of-mass momentum (d).
in the following discussion, to wit
 n;kx;ky(x+ la; y) /  n;kx;ky+2lp=q(x; y);
n;kx;ky = n;kx;ky+2lp=q: (5.2)
For p=q = 1=3, the spectrum and Fermi surface shown in Fig. 5.1(a,b) clearly
display a three-fold degeneracy.
In addition to H0, we consider the on-site interaction between dierent spin
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components
Hint = U
X
i
cyi"c
y
i#ci#ci": (5.3)
The Hamiltonian for the HH model discussed below is then given by HHH =
H0 +Hint.
We start by diagonalizing the noninteracting Hamiltonian H0. First we
relabel the sites to reect the enlargement of the unit cell. For a site i =
(ix; iy), we let ix = jxq + , where jx is an integer labelling the magnetic
unit cell and  = 0; : : : ; q   1 denotes the position of a site within this cell.
So, magnetic unit cells are uniquely labelled by jx and jy = iy. With this
notation we identify cj = ci. Fourier transformation in the variable j yields
ck, where k is limited to the MBZ. Diagonalization of H0 is equivalent to
solving Harper's equation [31]. We dene a new set of operators dkn through
ck =
P
n g
n
(k)dkn, where g
n
(k) is the th component of the nth eigenvector
of Harper's equation at wavevector k. Upon this denition H0 becomes
H0 =
X
nk
nkd
y
kndkn; (5.4)
and one can notice that dykn is the operator that creates a particle in the nth
magnetic sub-band at wavevector k. As an example, nk is plotted in Fig.
5.1(a) for p=q = 1=3. In terms of dkn, Hint becomes
Hint = U
X
k;k0;Q
X

X
n1;:::;n4
gn1

k+
Q
2

gn2

 k+ Q
2

gn3

 k0 + Q
2

gn4

k0 +
Q
2

 dy
k+Q
2
;n1;"d
y
 k+Q
2
;n2;#d k0+Q2 ;n3;#dk0+Q2 ;n4;"; (5.5)
where the momentum sum is restricted to the MBZ. We should focus on the
\on-shell" Cooper processes. Importantly, due to the q-fold degeneracy, we not
only consider Q = 0 terms in Eq. (5.5), but also need to consider all the terms
with Ql = (0; 2lp=q), where l = 0; : : : ; q   1, since  k and k +Ql also have
the same kinetic energy [Eq. (5.2)]. Consequently, nonzero center-of-mass mo-
mentum pairing needs to be included as well. Besides, intra-band Cooper pairs
have a non-vanishing coupling to the inter-band Cooper pairs. For instance,
in Eq. (5.5), if n1 = n2 but n3 6= n4, the interaction coecient is nonzero.
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Hence, intra-band pairing must induce inter-band pairing. All these pairing
scenario under consideration are schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.1(c-d), and
a comprehensive BCS theory in this problem must treat all these possibili-
ties on an equal footing. Therefore, we introduce totally q2 order parameters
~l = (l0; : : : ;
l
q 1) given by
l =  U
X
n;n0;k
gn

k+
Ql
2

gn
0


 k+ Ql
2

hd k+Ql
2
;n0;#dk+Ql
2
;n;"i; (5.6)
where l;  = 0; : : : ; q  1 and h: : :i means averaging with respect to the ground
state. The site index  denotes q inequivalent sites along the x direction
of each magnetic unit cell, and the index l represents the order parameter
modulation along the y direction. For instance, for p=q = 1=3, there are three
dierent center-of-mass momenta, which are Ql=0 = (0; 0), Ql=1 = (0; 2=3)
and Ql=2 = (0; 4=3). The real space order parameter for site i = (ix; iy)
is given by i =
Pq 1
l=0 
l
ix(modq)
exp(i2lpiy=q), therefore the unit cell in the
superuid phase is enlarged to q q in real space (see Fig. 5.2) and the mean-
eld Hamiltonian is
HMF =
X
nk
nkd
y
nkdnk
 
X
l;
 X
n;n0;k

lg
n


k+
Ql
2

gn
0


 k+ Ql
2

dy
k+
Ql
2
;n;"d
y
 k+Ql
2
;n0;#+ h:c:

+
jlj2
U

: (5.7)
5.2 Solution to the BCS Model
We start with q2 random complex numbers as initial l and iteratively solve
the BCS mean-eld Hamiltonian [Eq. (5.7)] until a self-consistent solution is
reached. We nd for a convergent solution, the q2 order parameters are not
completely independent. In fact, these q2 order parameters break up into q
sets of q order parameters with the same magnitude. Taking p=q = 1=3 or 1=4
as examples, their relations are summarized in Table 5.1.
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l  = 0  = 1  = 2
l = 0 a b c
l = 1 bei1 cei1 aei1
l = 2 cei2 aei2 bei2
l  = 0  = 1  = 2  = 3
l = 0 a b a b
l = 1 c d c d
l = 2 bei1 aei1 bei1 aei1
l = 3 dei2 cei2 dei2 cei2
Table 5.1: Pairing order parameters for p=q = 1=3 (upper) and p=q = 1=4
(lower). a, b, c, and d denotes some complex numbers depending on details,
like the fermion density and U=t.
These structures can be understood from the symmetry properties discussed
above. The system is invariant under translation by one lattice site along
the x direction and a simultaneous translation of ky by 2p=q. Under this
operation, l ! l00 , where 0 =  + 1(modq) and l0 = l + 2(modq), thus
these two order parameters must be equal up to a relative phase. To verify
these relations, we show in Fig. 5.4(a) that our numerical solutions satisfy
Ill0 = j~l0 ~lyj=(j~ljj~l0j) = 1 for l0 = l + 2(modq), where   is a q  q matrix
with  ij = i+1(modq);j. This symmetry imposed relation works for any p=q,
which implies that if 0 is nonzero, all 2n(modq) are nonzero; i.e. zero and
nite-momentum components must coexist.
The self-consistent solution also determines the relative phases. For p=q =
1=3, we nd six degenerate solutions with (1; 2)=(2=3;2=3),(0;2=3),
(2=3; 0); for p=q = 1=4, we nd 1;2 = =2 and either a; b 6= 0, c =
d = 0 or c; d 6= 0, a = b = 0, therefore there are totally four degenerate
solutions. This degeneracy can also be inferred naturally from the geometry
of the vortex conguration as displayed in Fig. 5.3. All symmetry-related
degenerate congurations are obtainable from each other through translations
(corresponding to dierent choices of the q  q unit cell) and/or rotations.
The most favorable relative phases can also be understood by a simple
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Figure 5.2: Structure of the vortex lattice found from self-consistently solving
the BCS mean-eld Hamiltonian, where p=q = 1=3 for (a) and p=q = 1=4
for (b). Blue regions indicate low superuid density and locate the center of
vortex cores. The intersection points of vertical and horizontal dotted lines
correspond to lattice sites. In both plots we use U =  5:5t and n" = n# = 1=3
for (a) and n" = n# = 1=2 for (b).
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.3: Degenerate vortex lattice congurations for p=q = 1=3 (a) and
p=q = 1=4 (b). Filled circles represent the position of vortices. Congurations
in the upper row are related to each other by translations (dierent choices of
the q  q unit cell) and when rotated by 90o yield those in the lower row.
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Ginzburg-Landau (GL) argument. This GL theory should work well particu-
larly nearby the phase transition point discussed below, where the order pa-
rameter is small. For those order parameters that denitely coexist, we rst
write down the most general coupling form between them by momentum con-
servation, and then determine the most favorable relative phases by minimizing
energy. For instance, for p=q = 1=3, 0, 
1
 and 
2
 all coexist, and then one
can write
EGL /
X


0 
0
 
1

2
 +
1
 
1
 
0

2
 +
2
 
2
 
0

1


+ c:c:;
thus the energy depends on the phases as cos(21 2)+cos(22 1)+cos(1+
2), and one can easily show that the angles listed above are its minima. For
p=q = 1=4, 0 and 
2
 denitely coexist, thus one shall write down
EGL /
X

0 
0
 
2

2
 + c:c:;
which gives the energy-phase relative as cos 21, whose minima occur at 1 =
=2.
5.2.1 Vortex Conguration
To study the conguration of vortices in the superuid ground state, we rst
note that in presence of magnetic eld the Wannier wave function at each site
can be chosen as [42, 112]
w(r Rj) = ei2p(x=a)(y=a jy)=qw0(r Rj); (5.8)
where w0(r Rj) is the eld-free Wannier wave function. Although this form
of the magnetic Wannier function is approximate and valid for small eld
strengths, it gives the correct Peierls phases for the tight-binding case and
will suce for our purpose of constructing the real space prole of the order
parameter (r) =
P
j jw(r Rj), which is contour-plotted in Fig. 5.2 for
two dierent ux densities. We also veried that the phase of (r) winds
by 2 around each vortex core. There are six (four) space group symmetry-
related congurations for Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b), which corresponds to six
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(b)
Figure 5.4: (a) For p=q = 1=3, I02 and I21 (see text for denition) are equal
to unity within numerical accuracy, which veries the symmetry relations. (b)
Average superuid order parameter  = i as a function of U for p=q = 1=3,
n = 1=3 (red solid line) indicates a second-order phase transition and n = 1=2
(blue dashed line) does not.
(four) degenerate mean-eld solutions (Fig. 5.3). Hence, we have presented a
systematical way to determine the conguration of vortices in a BCS superuid
from a microscopic theory, which can be observed with the standard imaging
techniques in cold-atom experiments.
5.2.2 Insulator (Semimetal) to Superuid Transition
For  = p=q, and for the fermion density of each spin component n = =q,
where  is an integer from 1; : : : ; q   1, the system is usually a Hofstadter
insulator in the absence of interactions, except for the case that q is an even
integer and n = 1=2, where the system is a semimetal since there are Dirac
nodes at the Fermi energy. In both cases, since the Fermi energy is either in
the band gap (Hofstadter insulator), or the density of states linearly vanishes
(Hofstadter semimetal) at the Fermi energy, there is no Cooper instability
for innitesimally small attractive interactions. Thus, it requires a critical
interaction strength to turn the system into a paired superuid through a
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second-order phase transition, as shown in Fig. 5.4(b). In this calculation, we
also x the fermion density by judging chemical potential. This transition is
driven by the competition between pairing-energy gain and the single-particle
energy cost to excite particles across the band gap, which was rst discussed in
Ref. [102] for a lattice system without magnetic eld. Without the magnetic
eld, to realize the transition one needs to tune the interaction close to a
Feshbach resonance to achieve strong pairing strength comparable to the band
gap; while in this case, since the magnetic band gap is controlled by the original
band width t, the transition can be achieved by varying U=t, as routinely done
in cold-atom experiments. This transition is accomplished by a change in
compressibility and can be measured directly from the in situ density prole,
which has been successfully used in studying the Bose-Hubbard model.
In conclusion, we studied the structure of a pairing order parameter for spin-
1=2 fermions with attractive interactions in a square lattice under a uniform
magnetic eld. Because the magnetic translation symmetry gives a unique
degeneracy in the single-particle spectrum, the pair wave function has both
zero and nite momentum components coexisting, and their relative phases are
determined by a self-consistent mean-eld theory. We presented a microscopic
calculation that can determine the vortex lattice structure in the superuid
phase for dierent ux densities and also discussed the phase transition from
a Hofstadter insulator to a superuid phase.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
The study of ultracold atoms entered a new phase nearly a decade ago when
optical lattices loaded with atoms were successfully used to investigate the
many-particle physics in these periodic structures and the area has been very
active since then. As optical lattices can exibly be tailored and are defect-free,
they provided a perfect setting to test certain quantum mechanical theories re-
lated to periodic structures. One important problem in solid state physics is
the motion of an electron in a lattice under a magnetic eld. With optical
lattices now it is possible to study this old problem in the cold-atom context.
Since the atoms used in cold-atom experiments are neutral, rotation or other
methods involving atom-light interactions should be introduced in order to
simulate the eects of magnetic eld on a charged particle. The physics in the
limit of high magnetic eld is very rich including the appearance of the frac-
tal single-particle energy spectrum and analogues of fractional quantum Hall
states. Researchers are striving to reach this high-eld regime by continuously
developing new schemes.
Our work presented in this thesis can be considered a modest contribu-
tion to this attractive branch of physics. A common theme that appears in
almost all of the phenomena we investigated is the single-particle Hofstadter
spectrum. Although the model leading to this spectrum is simple, it gives
rise to many interesting and diverse phenomena both for noninteracting and
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interacting particles. In the context of noninteracting particles, we proposed
a scheme for the observation of the Hofstadter buttery which depends on a
measurement of the density prole of trapped fermions. The gap regions in the
spectrum will appear as plateaus in the density prole. With this technique it
is also possible to measure the quantum Hall conductance of these gaps with-
out doing transport experiments. We also studied the eects of a synthetic
magnetic eld on interacting systems. We investigated the superuid-Mott
insulator transition under rotation using mean-eld approximation and found
an analytical formula for the phase boundary which reects the complex struc-
ture of the single-particle spectrum. We also predicted that a novel phase of
coexisting Mott insulator and bosonic Laughlin states should appear near the
transition boundary since such a state will be energetically favorable compared
to the superuid state for high enough interaction strengths. We supported
our prediction with an exact diagonalization of a small system and variational
Monte Carlo calculations for larger systems. As for interacting fermions, we
considered a BCS-type pairing of them in a lattice under a large magnetic eld.
In this study, it turned out that single-particle degeneracies play an important
role in determining the nature of pairing and the vortex lattice structure for
the paired fermionic superuid phase emerges naturally from a microscopic
theory. We hope that rapidly developing experimental techniques for attaining
high eective magnetic elds will allow us to test our predictions soon.
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